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EDITOR’S NOTE 

 

Hi there and welcome to the first ever issue of HOLYFLEA! A mag that 

seeks out the weird and wonderful and tries to compile it for the other weirdos’ 

perusing pleasure. The response to this weird little mag has been quick and 

overwhelming positive and I don’t think I could be any happier with how the 

project has panned out thus far and with the outstanding and creative work 

people have gathered together to submit. Massive thank you to everyone who 

has supported this magazine in any way, whether it be 

sharing/liking/engaging with our social media, submitting their work over the 

past few weeks and especially to those included within these pages. Special 

thanks to Julie Misztela who stepped in last minute to join the team as a 

reader/editor when this overwhelming (but lovely) response came in and 

looking at the pinging, pinging, pinging inbox was starting to scare me, whose 

help is valued and appreciated an inconceivably large amount. Please enjoy 

this mag as much as the HOLYFLEA! team did putting it together! xoxo 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

CIARA FARRELL: EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

JULIE MISZTELA: EDITOR/READER 
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INDIGO / WITHERWORMS; ART 
 
i am three and i dig in the garden for worms i dig up 
my friends the worms and i know all their names, they are: 
 
Stringy Wiggly Sunset 
Long One and Muscles. 
 
Stringy is a bit limp in the middle and Wiggly spells out secret fbi letters secret 
cia messages Sunset is orange in parts and the prettiest worm in town Long One is 
too long and thin and hard to pull out of the ground im scared Long will rip in half 
Muscles is a big fat thing i think could crush my finger like a boa constrictor if im 
not careful, if Muscles wanted to. 
 
i always put them back at the end of the day at sunset  
i always put them right back into the 
dirt i know they sleep well in the dirt and dream of  
dirt i know they eat dirt, did you know 
they have five hearts? its ok if they rip in half sometimes because  
they have five hearts but i bet it still hurts so i am careful. 
 
one night we have a sleepover me and the worms in a jar with the lid on tight just 
one night mom says we say words about worm concerns about rocks roots and rain 
i say i have 1 sister they say we have 100 000 bundled in bed with a blanket of 
dirt and the blanket for a snack (i dont eat mine but) they are welcome to it if they 
are careful, if they want. 
 
worms sleep in on saturday mornings did you know? those sleepyheads i bring 
them to the art gallery the art show big white walls with rocks on the walls like the 
ones in the garden only rocks on the walls are rocks to show so i show my friend 
my mothers friend who is my friend too the worms i am careful not to spill the dirt. 
 
in the jar there are five fine curls of worms. 
 
she looks. she makes a shape on her face she leans to ask my mother a question 
just a federal bureau question behind her hand: 
 
oh do i know oh they are dried up? 
 
i say oh i know oh they are just resting i say til it rains oh it is work to be a worm. 
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INDIGO  is a scribbler and doodler from the middlest of the midwest, usa, where the 

snow falls year-round except for the times it doesn't. you can call on them day or 

night to politely escort the spider in your room to tastier ceiling corners, or perhaps 

onto a nice tree or bush out of doors. 
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CHRIS KILVINGTON / TOO EARLY FOR BREAKFAST 

 
I'm tired 
It's early morning  
And I'm fading like a ghost 
 
Right now, my brain's like scrambled egg 
And my eyes are blinking toast. 
 
 
 
CHRIS KLIVINGTON is someone who appreciates words and is a now-and-then writer 
of nonsense pieces. He lives in Scotland with his wife and dog. 
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NAM HOANG TRAN / SHIA LABEOUF’S SHOVEL FROM ‘HOLES’ 

FILES LAWSUIT AGAINST HIM FOR BATTERY 

 

Officer: It's going to be okay, ma'am. 

Shovel: (sobs) 

Officer: Ma’am, I’m going to need you to cooperate and stop crying. 

Shovel: (continues sobbing) 

Officer: (sighs) Such a hard headed little lady you are, my goodness. 

Shovel: What did you just say? 

Officer: Hard headed. I just called you hard headed. 

Shovel: (gasps) 

Officer: What? 

Shovel: It’s because I’m a shovel isn’t it? I mean it’s not like I wanted to have a giant 
piece of metal for a head. 

Officer: Well, I called you hard headed because you aren’t following orders, but 
also yes, it’s partly because you are a shovel. 

Shovel: (sobs even louder) 

Officer: Listen, I don’t have all day. Please stop crying and tell me exactly what 
happened. I make myself clear? 

Shovel: Yes. 

Officer: Now tell me how it went down. 

Shovel: So it started like any other day. I was minding my business in the 
gardening aisle of Home Depot when this man walked by. At first I thought nothing 
of it because men and women do so every day, but it was different this time. 

Officer: Different how? 

Shovel: Instead of going about his business, he circled back and scanned me like 
I was some object. 

Officer: Well, you are a shovel after all. 

Shovel: Rude! 

Officer: Okay, I’ll stop. 

Shovel: Anyways, he called another man and told him that “he found the perfect 
one” and that I was “going to be part of some movie.” In my mind I'm like, “Aw I'm 
flattered” but another part of me was like, “Oh no, what the hell is going on?” 

Officer: Wouldn’t you be happy someone called you their perfect one? 

Shovel: Just the other week an elderly couple said the same thing but later 
decided I wasn’t “what they needed.” So after a brief time in their backyard and 
the return line, I found myself back at square one. Can’t trust people sometimes, 
you know? 
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Officer: Especially when they’re a shovel. 

Shovel: Hey! 

Officer: Sorry, had to. 

Shovel: Anyways, he grabbed me from my happy place and gave an Indian 
woman some money in exchange for bringing me home. It literally felt like a sex 
trade or something. Ew! The car ride home was wrought with anxiety as I 
questioned my unforeseen fate. Once we entered the living room, a speckled piece 
of wrapping paper was placed around me before he slid me into a long 
rectangular box, saying, “You're going to love your new home.” I knew this was 
bullshit because nothing could top the gardening aisle. The next few days were 
filled with complete darkness as I spent my time inside that box. After a lot of 
shaking and even more nausea, things eased up. In my disoriented state, I saw an 
arm reach in. The stranger propped me against a wall where it became clear I 
was on set of this movie. Watching people shuffle to and fro was comforting 
because it reminded me of what I did back in Home Depot. Then I couldn't believe 
my eyes. 

Officer: What happened? 

Shovel: Standing there just a few feet from me was the one and only, Shia 
LaBeouf. 

Officer: No. Way. The Shia LaBeouf? 

Shovel: Yes! In the flesh! 

Officer: Oh my god. Oh my god. Oh my god. You are so freaking lucky, I love 
that guy! 

Shovel: Right? Who doesn’t!? 

Officer: I can’t believe you met him, you’re so lucky! Ah!!! 

Shovel: Ah!!! 

Officer and shovel: Ah!!! 

Officer: What are you waiting for, tell me all the juicy details! 

Shovel: I kept my cool even though I was screaming internally. In my mind I was 
like, “Oh my god, it's Shia LaBeouf, ahhhh!” But as he walked towards me with 
power hungry eyes I knew trouble was coming. At that point I was still thinking, 
“Oh my god, it's Shia LaBeouf, ahhhhh!” but with fear rather than excitement. The 
last thing I remembered was him grabbing me and that was it. That was when it all 
started. 

Officer: That’s when what started? 

Shovel: That's when he used me almost every day on set. It was the most 
degrading experience of my life. I yelled with all my might but he gave not one 
damn. It was hot as hell and I couldn't catch a break. 

Officer: You poor thing! 
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Shovel: Even though they rinsed me off, there was still an orange tint embedded 
into my body. A constant reminder of not only the day’s work, but that of every 
subsequent day until the shoot was over. 

Officer: I’m sorry you had to endure all that. 

Shovel: And you know that other dude who was with Shia? 

Officer: Mhm. 

Shovel: What's his face, Zero right? 

Officer: I believe so. 

Shovel: You know why they named him that? Because that's the amount of 
compassion this guy had. Zero. Zip. None. Seriously, how could you sit there and 
watch your home boy use me like that and not stop him. What the hell is wrong 
with you??? Did you not see the things he put me through? If I had known the damn 
thing was called “Holes,” maybe I would've signed up for a different gig. Perhaps 
an infomercial where the work isn't as rigorous and doesn't last as long. And where 
my talents would be properly showcased. 

Officer: That would’ve way better! 

Shovel: Anyways, it freaking sucked. I felt like I was digging my own grave, and 
don’t you dare make another shovel joke. 

Officer: (shrugs) Wasn’t going to! 

Shovel: Long story short, the hell was finally over after several arduous months. 
You know the $71.4 million that “Holes” grossed at the box office? 

Officer: What about it? 

Shovel: Guess how much I got? ZERO. Yep, just like Shia's homeboy. So after 
holding the following ordeal in for x amount of years, I'm finally speaking up to 
shed light on the treacherous nature of show business. 

Officer: Thank you for your time ma'am, I will contact you later once we get the 
other party’s side of the story. You are free to go now. 

Shovel: Thank you, officer. 

Officer: Of course. 

Shovel: One last thing before I forget. 

Officer: Yeah? 

Shovel: Be careful around that guy will you? He can be a bit crazy. 

Officer: Thanks for the heads up. 

Shovel: Of course, take care! 

Officer: You as well, dear. 
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NAM HOANG TRAN is a writer living in Orlando, FL. His work appears or is 
forthcoming in The Daily Drunk, Star 82 Review, Bending Genres, (mac)ro(mic), 
Rejection Letters, and elsewhere. Find him online at www.namhtran.com. 
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LIENE SCHIPPER / 01.01. 

 
Is it easy to tell me my hair smells like a church in Paris? 

When there were birds, you were small and everything felt real? 

Is it easy to tell me that you never smelled that scent again, 

except for when you bury your nose into my hair? 

 

I say: ‘It is expensive shampoo I got from Lush, 

it’s supposed to smell like oatmeal.’ 

 

You say: ‘No, no, it is that church in Paris.’ 

 

So my hair still smells like the feathers of the birds circling around a church in 

Paris. 

Like the crowd surrounding you on the plaza. 

Like the city build from brightly coloured squares. 

There was a pink toothbrush on your sink I could use. 

 

I have also got a different toothbrush, orange, next to a different you in the 

cabinet above a sink. 

 

The you buries their nose in my hair and says: ‘You smell good.’ 

 

I say: ‘I have been washing it with just water for a while now.’ 

You say: ‘Then it is you, it is your scent.’ 

 

I wonder if it is not just Paris. 

     It is surely just that church in Paris. 

 

 

 

01.01. was in the top 100 of The Turing Poetry Competition in 2019, the largest 

poetry competition in the Dutch language area. 

 

LIENE SCHIPPER (1999) is a writer, poet and podcast creator from the Netherlands. 

She writes about genius babies, imaginary yoga teachers in kitchens and singing 

elephant hotels. Her attention goes out to the inevitably comical nature of humanity. 

At the moment she is graduating in Creative Writing from ArtEZ University of Arts, 

Arnhem.   
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ADRIAN ERNESTO CEPEDA / THREE POEMS 

 
SMOKING BLUNT WITH SYLVIA PLATH 
 
Passing the Bell Jar as our own 
private glass bong, after each hit 
she keeps mouthing about seeing 
Johnny Panic and the Bible  
Of Dreams. When coughing up  
Colossus clouds, I can feel her pilot  
light flickering double exposures  
as her Magic Mirrors keeps  
starring towards Mrs. Cherry’s  
Kitchen through her dilating  
pupils, she is always sniffing  
for gas fumes, while mumbling  
skyward, Does not my heat astound 
you! And my light! all by myself I am  
a huge camellia glowing and coming  
and going—No matter how much she  
arises to inhale her fear and tries to  
become high smoke like an Ariel ash  
cloud, this flush on flush Lazarus Lady—  
always dreams to disappear.   
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I WAS ONCE… 
 
…thin as a Zinger 
now I feel like the giant 
metaphorical Twinkie   
from the basement scene 
in Ghostbusters. I can feel 
my cravings midnight rising 
I could devour Stay Puff 
Marshmallow myself.  
I can’t stop, in my mind, I hear  
each unwrapped Candy says to—  
eat me, eat me, let me be your Baby 
Ruth. All her sweet aroma,  
flavors wanting to melt inside 
my mouth, not on my hands, 
I can hear the Ding Dongs 
of my coming hunger asking me  
to break open the package of birthday  
cake flavored pretzels, trying to hide  
but this box of chocolates Sees me,  
taunting her giant Cup Cakes  
with the must luscious of frosting,  
like the most delectable body  
so creamy, she leaves me  
ravenous, this devil’s food cake  
I spoon is so fudging heavenly,   
I can tell as she glows dripping  
frosted sweetness, I can’t stop  
eating her completely using more  
than my tongue, my teeth, so much 
stickiness left on my mouth, looking 
down bellows beyond my belly, lacking 
self-control, I can feel my appetite rising  
still, can you believe all these wrappers  
surrounding me like an exotic dancer  
flooring me, I can’t stop—as her Twin  
Peaks Cherry Pie still calling l bet  
even evil Agent Cooper is so wolfing  
envious, that that my favorite after dinner  
tart has come to swallow me whole.   
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Me And Henry Rollins In The Buyback Line At Amoeba Records, Hollywood 
 
As the overhead in store 
speaker blares “hearts  
for sale,” it is the obvious 
bad times, good times,  
soundtrack of how broke  
we both are with all these  
Out of Our Hands albums  
although Henry’s look 
keeps clutching “I can’t quit  
you baby” in his grips and 
has more muscles, and is sporting  
an even tighter black 1973 Stones  
tour shirt, no words need to be  
said by this spoken word punk 
rocker and me, the shy stuttering 
sad sad sad poet, we recognize  
the familiar sound, our artist  
stomach’s starving for more  
than a rhyme. Trying  
to avoid the fool to cry eye 
contact, it’s hard to conceal  
this is not the last time we  
will swap vintage almost 
hear you sigh vinyl for some  
quick cash. We both stand  
in line, fidgeting with already  
miss you second thoughts  
of… should I sell off  
my digitally remastered 
reissue of Beggars Banquet?  
Two Exile on Main Street 
aficionados just off Sunset 
daydreaming of our next salt 
of the earth meals. The only sounds  
of motivation, a blushing nod  
of faraway eyes recognition,  
carrying the humiliating weight—  
our crates and bags filled 
with our Bridges to Babylon  
CD’s as our Shine a Light 
blu-rays the humbling  
ravenous sweet bitter symphony  
coming from our bellies. No 
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need for LA camaraderie small  
talk to share. We  
do not confide on all  
we sold as our impatient  
mixed emotions growl  
hungry while snarling  
sha-doo-bee shattered from  
the inside. Our primal  
appetites need to refuel  
our imaginations running away  
— at Amoeba Records buyback  
line in Hollywood, we both hear  
our hands of fate—as the aging  
LP buyer announces Next,  
both of us hoping everything  
we brought in finally turns to gold.   
 
 
 
ADRIAN ERNESTO CEPEDA is the author of Flashes & Verses… Becoming Attractions 
from Unsolicited Press, Between the Spine from Picture Show Press and La Belle Ajar 
& We Are the Ones Possessed from CLASH Books. His poetry has been featured in 
Harvard Palabritas, Glass Poetry: Poets Resist, The Fem, poeticdiversity, Rigorous, and 
Luna Luna Magazine. Adrian is an Angelino Poet who lives with his wife and their 
adorably spoiled cat Woody Gold in Los Angeles. www.adrianernestocepeda.com 
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JESSICA SARLIN / BRANDO’S GHOST; CORAL 

 
BRANDO’S GHOST  
 
It’s well before dawn when I stumble upon Marlon Brando’s ghost in our TV room. 
 
He’s crouched and poring over our DVD collection.  
 
Shimmering like a wayward alien, his gestures are all underwater, but he’s still 
unmistakable: It’s young Brando. He rises and turns to me, unstartled.  
 
He asks for On the Waterfront and traces a slow, gentle line across his lower gut 
with his finger.  
“I need it for here,” he says.  
 
I’m still standing in the shock of finding an old Hollywood apparition in my den, 
so he tries to explain further, runs his hands down his forearms like he’s removing 
evening gloves and says, 
“The Wild One goes here. See?” 
 
I shake my head slightly, still not comprehending.  
 
His eyes search the room for a moment and pause on the ceiling. He’s thinking.  
 
“Oh!” he says suddenly and then his whole demeanor changes. He is acting now. 
He screws up his eyebrows and takes a whole year to lay a raw, tender palm 
across his heart, and says, drawing it out with weight and sorrow,  
 
“Streetcar.” 
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JESSICA SARLIN is a freelance artist and writer from New Jersey. She is a polymath, 

which is her dad’s polite way of saying she still doesn’t know what she wants to be 

when she grows up. In the meantime, she creates dark and silly stories and raises 

eccentric children. Her poem, HEY, YOU, was recently chosen by Cardigan Press for 

their anthology, due to be published in the fall of 2021. 
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LILLIAN BARFIELD / JESUS CAME TO GIVE US GUCCI SLIDES 

 
And that’s the message the pastor will preach for the next 20 years on repeat, and sure, 

that’s not the point of the sermon – but it sounds like the rhinestones glittered in the 100-degree 

heat and why should Jesus have to settle for less? I bet he picked the gems out  

himself, that he made the wind blow the children in the caverns closer to those stones he 

needed, that he knew were almost too deep. He sets the sun later in the day to give them another  

two hours of blessed, blistering light to work in. He only uses the thickest plastic to form the 

slides because there’s no sense in a ball bruise when the slides are going to look that good.  

Jesus stays in poster poor towns and throws used clothing at 12-year-olds. Jesus opens his  

13-foot contract and lines us all up to sign our name into a church monopoly, who know the rules  

more than you, who actually wrote the rules, and they stammer on, screaming that Jesus  

says these rules are law, so –  

*** 

Today, Jesus walks into Costco and watches Nina dance behind the register, right before she  

takes her 30 minute break to cram for a history final in the breakroom. 

He watches her everyday, knows that when she takes a bathroom break she doesn’t really pee,  

just crouches by the stall on the floor and skims through Quizlet before heading back out to 

stock the rest of the shelves. He slips her an extra penny on the floor for good luck, like it’ll  

help, but she believes in the magic of some copper coins. 

Nina follows the chipped tile back into the center of the store, and when she greets Grant, her  

manager, she’s handed her third write up in two weeks, one shy of being fired on the spot. 

Jesus takes the write-up and tosses it out the window in a gust of wind, but what does that do that 

 can’t be undone in a few minutes? Her manager flips his fingers around to her waist, takes her 

hands in his, and she darts out of the room before she finds out the penny was wrong. 

*** 

Jesus climbs gently up each cracked step at the Carolina Inn, and he follows Grant into the  

supply closet at the top of the stairs. He meets Jason, the hotel clerk, buys a gram, and 

slips back into his Honda Civic before a minute is even up. Jesus slides into the passenger seat,  

 watches Grant do a line, and sits with him while he drives home. Maybe He should have 

turned the wheel on I-85 like He wanted, maybe the tree in his driveway should have  

mysteriously crumbled like He planned, but when Grant gets home, his daughter is  

burning the last bit of a cigarette on the already faded couch cushions and Grant motions for her  

 to take the other kids out of the room before his girlfriend comes home and finds him  

high again. Jesus follows Grant’s daughter to the back bedroom and locks the door for her as  

 Grant and his girlfriend argue over meth and cocaine, and when they both get too high  

together and pass out, Jesus dials 911 himself and stays in the locked room with the kids until   

 someone else shows up. 

*** 

Jesus says screw the patriarchy, they shall not enter the kingdom of heaven, making it His 10th  

Beatitude, and He means it, which throws off 100,000 rock solid citizens of Heaven at once. 

He debates only letting in the “rejects” – the lesbians with bowl cuts, the mentally ill 15- 

year-old’s with their 4loko antidepressants, the teen girls working two gas station jobs - and 

suddenly Heaven is colorful and the barbed wire melts off the pearly gates.  

All at once, Jesus tosses the Gucci slides off the balcony of His mansion, which He has since 

renovated into a condo to make extra room, and the rhinestones topple steeples on their  

way to the ground. 
 
LILLIAN BARFIELD is a writer from Honea Path, South Carolina. Her work can be 

found in Firewords and Sink Hollow. She is an Aries and thus does not follow the 

rules well. 
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KIMBERLEY DAWN / THE THOUGHT OF HAVING AN ALLOTMENT 
 
Lindsay said she might be getting an allotment; she had to talk to Robbie who had 
to talk to someone who had to see.  
But, she said, I think I’d need someone else to do it with me. Do you fancy it? 
Yes! I said, without a thought 
And in three minutes I felt intense excitement 
As if it was the answer 
I can see it: there’s a shed, a chair. I can’t see people but they’ll be there. 
It is on a hill, with a view of London: cars are ants, of course 
I’m just sitting in the sky.  
 
I cannot see any vegetables; can’t visualise them.  
I don’t know how allotments work! 
The thought comes to mind suddenly – in the morning when I am dreading the day 
or half asleep; or in conversation and I feel like I have to tell them about this life-
changing thing. 
I can see me on my bike arriving  
Just a road without landmarks – I’m not quite sure where this allotment is. 
But it’s the morning, before work, and I’ll have my thermos, and watch the steam 
rising. 
I’ll probably be wearing dungarees. 
 
I know that I’d make jam somehow, even though I’m not sure strawberries grow in 
soil.  
I’ll leave beetroot in the shared garden; steal glances out the window to see who 
gets there first 
It reminds me of being nine years old, staring at a box of plastic beads in Tesco, 
and knowing that owning that would mean nothing else mattered. 
 
 
KIMBERLEY works in mental health and recently began writing poetry in response to 
issues of social injustice. She loves mornings and being outdoors. 
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JAMESON RIVERA / BOG & SONG 
(ON REQUEST OF THE AUTHOR, THIS PIECE HAS REMAINED IN ITS ORIGINAL 

FONT [THE AUTHOR’S FAVOURITE] GOUDY BOOKLETTER 1911) 

 
I.  

There is a myth you know about myths, and it goes something like this:  
The history of mankind is a well, sunk deep into the unseeing earth. We are here 

now, at the top of it, trying to look down past lichen and crawling vines, past the slumped 
stones into the meniscus of shadow. We cannot see the bottom. Of course we can’t. 
Mankind has crawled upon the soil for thousands upon thousands of years, and for most 
of that time written language did not exist. Or if it did, it has not passed through the 
gauntlet of ages unscathed. It has been 78 thousand years since we developed the speech 
gene. How much of that time lives past the line of what we cannot see?  

Myths are the stones we drop into the dark. The fragmented past is the echo. 
Distorted and faint, bouncing off the misshapen walls of a Tartarus we made ourselves, 
but we can catch that and hold it. Learn something from it.  

You drop the stone. It falls into your mouth, and lands in your heart. This is a 
story about you.  

II.  
At first you were there, in the black earth, with only the other bog men for company. 
Not that you could speak anyway, with raw mud clotting your teeth and tongue. If there 
was a crown on your head, it would be made of fossils, the crime scene chalk outlines of 
ancient ferns.  

You are alive and dead. There is a festering like fermenting wine in the places 
where the darkness touches. You are held in the earth’s embrace for eons, and in his 
arms 
you come undone over and over, amino acids splintering off to flow out from you like 
so many rivers from a mountaintop. Source and sink, baby.  

Your teeth stay in your skull. Every worm that wriggles through them is its own 
act of love. No one comes to unbury you, and why would they? They would be evicting 
you from your own home. Are you decaying or just becoming, down here in the warm 
dark?  

A root courses through your pelvis and you feel it begin to nudge you off your 
axis. You are falling apart now, the weight of years on you setting your bones on the top 
of a taphonomic waterfall that will scatter you at the bottom. A fear seizes you. Surely 
you want to live. It has been comfortable down here, and even though April is the 
cruellest month, you must see it through if you’re going to get any older. Children live 
in January. Weren’t you trying to be a man?  

You don’t bother asking the earth for permission or aid. Your nails are red from 
the acid in the peat, but you remember well enough how to use them, how to tear a hole 
in your grave and re-birth yourself back up into the world.  

It is too soon to tell if you are flesh or bone or both, but dragging yourself up 
into the bogland sunlight, orange rays torn to ribbons around the trunks of trees, your 
lungs begin to work again. Exhale mud, inhale resin.  
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There are birds calling to each other in the trees, long and short, but above all 
that there is a harmony, there is melody, there is a song that spills from every molecule 
of this land and you have to stop to marvel in it. And to sing! Orare into canere, dire 
into chanter. A song rises from deep in the ground, from the twisting branches of the 
trees, from the chorus of bullfrogs waiting in the rushes. The buzzing of dragonfly wings, 
the high-whined frequency of a bow drawn over strings. 

In the night, the moon sings her own song, and the katydids cry for each other’s 
company until the world is full of leaping, fluid sound. Prehistoric and maddening, 
dynamic and ethereal.  

III.  
You are not actually made out of atoms. An atom is too small to see. How meaningless it 
is, to think about being made of particles and empty space. It is a concept you can grasp, 
but the exegesis is long and futile. 
 You are made of bones and sinews, minerals and enamel. Inside you are red and 
fleshy, outside you are skin. These are things you can see and touch. You are organic! 
You move and breathe. You are just the same as a worm washed up by a storm, as the 
closed bud of a flower.  

Beating and humming like wings, singing and soaring like moths. You fill up your 
own air. You take up your own space with light. Cells may hold you together, but what 
is a cell compared to the miracle of composite flesh that you are/inhabit/control? 
Nothing is inherent about the body except for existence, and it can be a wonderful thing 
to exist.  

Greenhouses in the spring dusk, glass rooms full of light, spilling their radiance 
onto the grass and shining like will-o-wisps under the cave ceiling sky, the earth a verdant 
temple in the shivering fade. Glass houses containing light. We are just that: glass houses 
standing in a field, holding light within them.  
 You are a glass house full of light. Fuck biochemistry forever. 
 
 
 
JAMESON RIVERA (he/they) is a history student and writer. While he primarily writes 
long-form SFF, he enjoys poetry and other miscellaneous forms too. He lives in Ithaca, 
NY with a pet catfish named Prometheus. 
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EMMA RUTH WILSON / THE GATE (EXTENDED MIX) 
‘The following poem is excerpted from a series of cut-up poems I made from 
comments on YouTube. When I'm feeling uninspired to write "normal" poetry, 
methods like cut ups shake up the way I think about language. Most of the words 
in this poem came from comments on Caroline Polachek's video "THE GATE 
(EXTENDED MIX)," which I listened to exclusively while putting this poem together.’ 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

EMMA RUTH WILSON (she/her) is a Midwestern poet. Her poems have been in, or 

are going to be in, Berkeley Poetry Review, Second Factory, PANK, and other places 

too. She makes zines and collages. Her Instagram is @lambxlamb. 
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HOLLY ZIJDERVELD / MAKE MY HEART DROP (AFTER TAKE ME 

SOMEWHERE NICE, A FILM BY ENA SENDIJAREVIĆ) 

 

i get scared when my father drives  

too fast around bends but you, 

baby, can  

take me somewhere nice  

as fast as you possibly can.  

baby, 

make my heart drop. 

baby,  

take me to the stars  

and dance with me there. 

 

spin me around until i’m  

dizzy with your love.  

run your hand down the side of my face like 

you’re the clouds hugging the mountains, or  

a knife running, blunt side on my skin.  

 

“you know what they say about dutch girls… that you are easy.” 

“are you easy or difficult?” 

“difficult. girls love difficult.” 

 

so slow down, please,  

and breathe with me here, 

 

before you take me back on the road.  

 

 

 

HOLLY ZIJDERVELD (she/her) is currently based in the UK. When she's not writing or 

running her own lit journal, you can find her watching too many films, playing Bach, 

and thinking about the way the light hit that one very specific bit of water. You can 

find her @hollyzijderveld on Instagram and Twitter. 
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LEAH BOXLEY / STUPID DOG; I WOULD LIKE A HONEY HAM 

 
STUPID DOG 
 
I am trying to make fun of people less but it is hard and I wonder 
why it is hard because I really really love people. But you know, 
one of the things I love about people is that they are all so odd 
no matter how hard they try not to be. And the ones that try the 
hardest to stop being odd are the ones I can’t stop making fun  
of but they are just people too. It’s like that chihuahua I saw on the 
sidewalk and I said to my partner “look at that stupid dog!” and they said 
“that’s not very nice” but I meant it. Look at how stupid he is I love him! His 
tongue is hanging out of his mouth and his toes are too fuzzy for his legs 
how stupid! I love how stupid this dog is! And sometimes I look at people 
and I think, well how did you get this way? You are a stupid dog too and I 
love your weird ugly stupid! It is my favorite humanness about you. You 
are stupid like me. Look how stupid we are.  
 
 
I WOULD LIKE A HONEY HAM  
 
I write my own checks  
just kidding  
writing checks makes me want to freak out  
cause tha’s just a piece of paper man  
I look at the lady behind the window just a little too long every time  
like are you sure, man? is that thing legit?  
can yeh just  
take that to the bankman for me there, thanks pal 
yeppers that sure is all the money in my bank account  
just  
wrote down the number there for yeh  
enjoy  
but I do write my own forms, which is what I meant to say and  
I’m really working on saying what I mean to say  
which is why I said  
“I think we should break up”  
and heard his breath release immediately  
he’d been holding it for a while  
willing me to say it  
well, but I said it first so  
I won’t explore that today  
it  
s too soon  
I shaved my head and  
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anyway I write my own forms  
anyway I think about writing my own forms and I did it once so that means 
I’m the type of person to write their own forms and therefore when the time 
comes  
I sure will make some spreadsheets and some checklists  
some great good systematic systems and  
well, have you tried laminating your closing tasks and maintaining awareness 
of your NATs? Have you? I’ve got it all figured out, I write my own forms  
just kidding I think my IUD is about to expire so  
I shaved part of my head so I won’t have to deal with birth control  
for a few, several…. dozen hundred  
months IIIIII can’t think about that either right now sorry  
IIIIIII’m not allowed to think about a lot right now actually  
here are some things I am allowed to think about:  
I’m not anxious because my mind is spiralling out of control but because I ate 
some bad guacamole, which I do not regret, but then I ate a bag of hot 
cheetos, two sweet hawaiian rolls, 
some fish sticks and ketchup and the glass of wine from last night I found on my 
coffee table it was very convenient and so  
this uncontrollable urge to dig out my own intestines is not my brain, it is the 
underprivileged bacteria in my gut and the fact that I went to bed at 3 and 
woke up at 7  
like this is something you have to  
realize, man - like I know you work at a bank  
but I think a lot of people like, cause me - I didn’t - don’t 
realize that like sleeping  
and like  
eating  
can change all the bad feelings into good feelings  
you really wouldn’t think so but it’s true, it’s really quite interesting and so now 
WHAT would happen if I began CARING about these patterns and creating 
more optimal living conditions and THEN  
what if my BRAIN was even - what, oh - no, I don’t need a receipt thank you  
more things I’m allowed to think about:  
I would like a honey ham for my birthday and I’d like to eat it with six of my 
friends and also mashed potatoes and then play some uno actually thank you  
and, well,  
very little else 
 
 
LEAH BOXLEY writes poetry and queer narratives and, unfortunately, can’t stop 

herself. She co-founded and currently admins Blackwick Writers Guild based in 

Boulder, Colorado, which supports LGBTQ+ writers of all genres and skill levels. She 

lives in Columbus, Ohio with her daughter, Emma, who is the coolest thing she's ever 

made. 
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MELISSA MARTINI / FACES; ALONE 

 
FACES 
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ALONE 

 

 
 

 

 

Melissa received her Master’s degree in English with a focus in Creative Writing from 

Seton Hall University. Her fiction has previously appeared in Zanna Magazine, Jalada 

Africa’s “Bodies” anthology, Camas Magazine, and Analogies and Allegories; her flash 

fiction has previously appeared in Pretty Owl Poetry, Bandit Fiction, and Dime Show 

Review; and her poetry has appeared in The Confessionalist Zine, Zanna Magazine, 

and The Daily Drunk. She currently serves as prose reader and newsletter creator for 

the winnow mag. 
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DANNY SCHEYER / BRUNCH TRUTH TABLES 
 
An AND Logic Gate needs two signals to send a positive response. You can’t brunch 
alone — people will look at you and think you’re a negative — an inherently 
unlikable person — a dweebus — the kind of individual who parks in a parking 
lot and wanders and wanders — never entering the store — perhaps they will 
wonder if one of your hands is a cybernetic hand — you can’t brunch alone: it’s 
brunch law. 

An OR Logic Gate sends a positive response after receiving a signal. When 
the anyone at the table tells the server to start bottomless brunch — at that moment 
in time — a 1.5hr timer is started — nothing can stop it — it doesn't matter why 
you showed up late — it does not matter how apologetic you are — the signal 
was received — the response sent — you’ve lost fifteen minutes — your friends 
think you’re rude: you drink faster to catch up. 

A NOT Logic Gate turns positive signals to negative (and vice-versa). They 
changed the menu — you came here for hash browns — its home fries now — 
home fries are less work for the kitchen — home fries can be prepped and put on 
a baking sheet — hash browns must be fried to order — this is why hash browns 
are better — you wouldn’t have come here if you’d known they had home fries: 
this place sucks. 

A NAND Logic Gate sends out a positive response unless you get multiple 
signals. To start conversation, you shit on Bridgerton — you thought it would be a 
hot take — everyone agrees with you  —  Bridgerton sucks — they’re being so 
mean about it — people worked hard on that show — the costumes were nice — 
there were good moments  —  it’s a Shonda Show, what did they expect — you’re 
defending Bridgerton now — it’s not that bad: it’s bad. 

A NOR Logic Gate sends a positive response when there are no signals. 
You’re facing away from the bathroom — you tell everybody else to tell you when 
somebody comes out — you’re nervous they’re not looking — you see them laugh 
— you have to close your eyes to laugh —some twenty-year-old-first-time-
bruncher could be sliding into the four-foot-long-pee-closet right now: brunch is not 
about waiting in lines. 

A XOR Logic Gate sends a positive response when exactly one signal is 
received. When you go to the bathroom — to pee — for a second to yourself — 
to remind yourself brunch was your idea to begin with — to shake the booze into 
your legs — to make sure you’re not looking like the mess you know you are — 
to give yourself a pep talk — to check on your cybernetic hand  — to wander  —  
to sneak in an episode of Bridgerton  —  to poop — to cry: nobody can use the 
bathroom until you’re finished. 

An XNOR Logic Gate sends a positive response if everybody sends a signal 
or if nobody sends a signal. If someone else plans brunch next time — fine  —  if 
not: fine. 
 
DANNY SCHEYER is a bag of bags under the kitchen sink. His Twitter is 

@JokesForOne. 
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RACHEL A.G. GILMAN / THE ONE WITH ALL THE STAINS  

 

I’ve stumbled into 1995 and I’m sitting at the counter in Central Perk working the 

right temple tip of my horn-rimmed glasses between my teeth when Chandler Bing 

enters, for once without his five, flighty friends. As he walks up behind me to order, 

I drop the spectacles in my oversized, polka-dotted mug, nervously. The splash 

travels upward and lands on his abstract-patterned tie. I slip off the stool, 

apologizing as I use a napkin to blot without success. 

Chandler raises his eyebrows. “Somehow, this actually might be an 

improvement.” A laugh-track plays from the ether. We don’t mention it. 

I want to say something about how he gives Hugh Grant a run for his money 

when it comes to end-of-the-twentieth-century male center parts, but instead I just 

tell him my name. 

“Oh, I know a Rachel,” Chandler says. “Not you, obviously, but another one. 

Maybe you’ve met her at some kind of convention where Rachels talk about what 

it’s like to have a name that means ‘ewe.’” 

Again, the laughter occurs as he hangs his head, neither yet aware that I, 

like him, am hopeless and awkward and desperate for love. I offer to make my 

accident up to him with dinner. 

“Really?” Chandler says. “Maybe I should let women ruin my ties more 

often.” 

I smile and continue dopily dabbing at the soiled silk fabric as he looks at 

me like Joey looks at him, or at sandwiches. 

Jaunty music in lieu of actual details of where or when we eat but assume it 

goes well as Chandler walks me back to my apartment, shocked to see Manhattan 

exists beyond the Village and Midtown. I invite him up and he accepts with the 

surprise he always has when women want him, which only makes me want him 

more. 

Entering my apartment, Chandler shrugs off his coat. I offer him a drink. 

“Sure, I’ll take a sarsaparilla if you have it.” 

I snort and pour some wine, hoping he’ll shimmy in my kitchen the way he 

does in his own when explaining to the other Rachel that he can’t dance in Season 

4, but alas, we settle onto my couch instead. 

“Nice place you’ve got here,” Chandler says, scrunching his nose and looking 

around the studio. “Must be hard not to get lost with all the space.” 

I say something about how unaccustomed he must be to seeing apartments 

not built to accommodate camera equipment and instead of explaining what I 

mean to his raised eyebrow, I kiss him so hard I can taste the remnants of smoke 

from a cigarette he sneaked after dinner. 

We make out long enough that it feels okay in sitcom land for me to ask 

Chandler if we can do it the way he did with Fat Monica, explaining that it’s been 

a while for me and I don’t think I’m ready for a full exploration of the seven 
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erogenous zones. He’s confused because neither of those episodes have aired yet 

in his timeline, but the feeling wanes once I begin undoing the buttons on his 

sweater vest with my teeth. 

We move to the bed where Chandler fumbles off my tights and I unzip his 

pleated trousers. As he gets on top of me, I remove everything else from his body 

then play with his hair. It’s going well until he grunts and jolts forward, shortly after 

looking up, away, eyes bulged. 

“Uh, Houston, we have a slight problem…” 

Chandler glances down and so do I. No one else can see the issue but when 

I wince and mutter about getting this out of my favorite dress, the laughter once 

more enters the atmosphere. 

Rolling off of me, Chandler blinks. “You know, I usually try to finish baking 

the cake before I add the frosting,” he says. “I can even provide references.” I 

bite my lip and he shakes his head. “Wow, could I have been anymore goddamn 

spastic?” 

I tell him he’s quoting another beloved piece of media from my tween years. 

“Huh?” 

I say never mind. The scene fades to black. Applause. 

As the final credits roll, my doorbell rings. I open it to find a basket with 

baking soda, vinegar, and an apology note. I bring it inside, picking up my 

landline to call Monica for help. That’s what friends are for. Besides, she doesn’t 

know it yet, but she’ll need the practice. 

 

 

 

RACHEL A.G. GILMAN'S work has been published in journals throughout the US, UK, 

and Australia. She is the Creator/Editor-in-Chief of The Rational Creature, a columnist 

for No Contact Mag, and was Editor-in-Chief of Columbia Journal, Issue 58. She holds 

an MFA in Writing, Nonfiction from Columbia University and an MSt in Creative Writing 

from the University of Oxford. She lives in New York and works in publishing. More 

at rachelaggilman.com. 
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ANKUR JYOTI SAIKIA / LOVE; LIFE  

 

LOVE 

Had it not been 

but for this miracle 

the heart would have been 

a solitary barnacle 

 

LIFE 

An absurd 

collage 

of 

what we 

don't get 

and 

whatever 

is thrust 

upon us 

 

 

 

ANKUR JYOTI SAIKIA (he/ him) is a researcher at a forestry research institute in India 

with works being published in the Minison Zine and Bluepepper. 
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WILL MCMILLAN / ALL YOU SHINING STARS 

 
And God said, “Let there be light.”  

Because now there was light. All at once. Light shining down on me in the 
dark, through the dark.   

“…and let flying creatures fly above the earth and the expanse of the 
heavens.”  

Some flying…creature? Angel? Object? Above me that night as I walked 
home from church. Something that lit up the pavement at once, the clothes I was 
wearing, every part of my body. (I am the light of the world whoever follows me 
will not walk in darkness…). I thought it was starlight, except there were no stars 
to be seen. Just an endless patchwork of clouds, engulfing the sky. Nothing so 
luminous as starlight or moonlight. Was it only the streetlights? No, because there 
were no streetlights. Yet something above, within the expanse of the heavens, at 
that exact moment, was suddenly lighting my way on the earth.  
  “And a spirit glided past my face, and the hair on my body stood up…but I 
could not tell what it was.” 

And when I looked up, to see what wasn’t starlight or streetlights, whatever 
it was blasted away, doubling the trees on either side of me over (to me every 
knee shall bend, says God). As if once it was aware that I was aware, it had no 
choice but to flee. To keep itself secret, to keep me from knowing at all what it 
was. 
 It fled, and I could no longer see light. 
 It fled, except now I could hear rumbling. Like thunder (…after that is a 
roaring sound. HE thunders with a majestic voice…) exploding just over the hill, 
flooding my ears, and didn’t I learn that night, within my congregation, that 
Jehovah insists that those of us with ears need to hear? To follow, obey? 
 It fled, so I followed. Compelled by the thunder. In the sky, in my chest. 
 Closer and closer. Louder and louder. 
 Because I had to see it. (please show me your glory.) Had to see it up close. 
(no man can see my face and live.) Whatever was making that thunder, that light. 
Because I knew what the light (of the world!) was supposed to be.  

Running hard toward the thunder. Running fast toward the light.  
Until… 

 At the top of the hill. There it was in the sky. An unidentifiable, floating grey 
object. Flashes of light booming out in a strobe, electrified fire crisscrossing its 
belly. (and I saw a windstorm coming out of the north…an immense cloud with 
flashing lightning…surrounded by light…and the center of the fire was like glowing 
metal…)  
 I counted. One second. Two seconds. Three… How long would it hang there, 
floating, flashing, and booming? Forty-one. Forty-two… 
 And then it went dark. Every light, every boom, extinguished.  
 Fifty-eight. Fifty-nine… 
 And then in a hush it ascended. Into that endless cobweb of clouds. Dissolving 
away as if had always been nothing. 
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 Shivering, I stared… (why are you staring into the heavens…) 
 Shaking, I watched… (Jesus has been taken from you…) 

Hoping, not hoping, to see it again. (But someday he’ll return...in the same 
way he came…) 

To judge you. 
 
 
 
WILL MCMILLAN is a queer writer born and raised just outside of Portland, Oregon. 
His essays have been featured in or are upcoming in The Sun, Hippocampus, Atticus 
Review, Into the Void and Rejection Letters literary journals, among others. Find more 
of him at willjmcmillan.com. 
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LAWRENCE MOORE / I’VE COME BACK AS A POEM 
 
Not one of bluff or metaphor, 
ethereal or wispy. 
I'm carefully positioned in a place you cannot miss me. 
 
I don't look like a pussycat, 
a dolphin or a panda. 
My days of shape have headed off, made way for something grander. 
 
You'll get no overfancy words 
and no alliteration. 
Lurking in the underworld, you come to know your station. 
 
I'm not the type that levers 
with 'forget me not' entreaties. 
Life is not a memory, it's more a box of sweeties. 
 
I've come back as a poem 
as I want you to be happy. 
Go before I tell you something similarly sappy, 
 
but when your days of shape have passed, 
I've been a little nerdy 
and left some paper next to me in case you're feeling wordy. 
 
 
 
LAWRENCE MOORE has been writing poems - some silly, some serious - since 
childhood. He lives in Portsmouth, England with his husband Matt and nine mostly well 
behaved cats. He has poetry published at, among others, Dreich, Pink Plastic House, 
Fevers of the Mind, Quince Magazine and Green Ink Poetry. @LawrenceMooreUK 
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EMILY FROST / COVER LETTER, SORT OF 
 
Hi there, my name is Sage, and here’s why I want you to ignore whatever your 
better judgement is screaming at you and take me seriously. 

You ask me to tell you about myself, and while I know you want a list of my 
(very limited, slightly embellished) accomplishments, I’ll share a list of my current 
obsessions - the one thing I don’t lack - instead. If you haven’t managed to tear 
your eyes away from this fiery car wreck yet, those obsessions are: main 
characters I deem underrated from texts that define the Western literary canon 
(see: the stain on the kitchen table in my parents’ house from when I dropped my 
salad because I forgot I had a physical form while explaining my appreciation for 
Patroclus from the Iliad), diet peach Snapple because my migraine medicine 
restored my ungodly amounts of energy so iced coffee can’t answer my problems 
and prayers anymore, and - of course - writing about things only I could care 
about (see: what you just read, everything I’ve ever created, ever). Oh, also, sea 
shanties. 

Here’s where I know I’m supposed to put something clever that shows I paid 
attention to your website and could pass a multiple-choice exam on it, but I have 
a multiple-choice exam on chemistry later this week, which led me to panic about 
my future at one in the morning again, which led me to your website, which led me 
here. So while I’m sure your website was lovely, my memory has been temporarily 
seized by the finer points of thermodynamics. 

Best regards, have a nice day, if you know why I’m here then please let me 
know because I certainly don’t, looking forward to hearing from you, and so on. 
 
 
 
EMILY FROST is a student and writer from the DC area. Her work has been featured 
in BLANK Magazine, and is forthcoming in several other publications. She edits with 
Polyphony Lit and the Lumiere Review. You can find her on Twitter @saidemilyfrost. 
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RACHAEL CROSBIE / WARMTH 

 
Your mother drove to an old road— 
clouds flinting with silk corn, glazed snow. 
She left you. Tires squealed.  
 
From days full of dark, your fur coalesced 
to mackerel cream mangled with wet and dirt. 
 
Cars drove slow that night like Anglerfish—the maw 
of metal hidden by a quiet white glow. 
 
Cold cracked in your throat. Your body 
convulsed. 
 
Even tigers fenced in by wire and marble, 
chipped by troughs of hail and rainwater, 
still knew warmth. 
 
 
 
RACHAEL CROSBIE (she/they) tweets things about She-Ra and The Princesses of 
Power, cats, and her fiancé. She has written work forthcoming or published in ALL 
GUTS NOT GLORY, Southchild Lit, The Augment Review, and others. Also, they have 
two chapbooks: Swerve (2021) and MIXTAPES (2021). 
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K DULAI / CLAW  
 

Steaming, but determined, the lobster made its way out of the pot and out through 

the kitchen window—not realizing we were three stories up. It was one of those 

pre-war fortresses with a 24-hour doorman and a pool of maintenance staff 

taking turns dragging the trash to the alley. Since we were in a rear apartment, 

the lobster’s fall was cushioned by a team of heaping garbage bags. He landed 

on his side with a soft thud. “Look at that,” the handyman called out. “It’s a red 

roach!” Offended and having just had the wind knocked out of him from the 

landing, the lobster shook himself into his senses. Above him, two lovers quarreled 

virulently on their fire escape. A man had his hand up to strike. “Hey,” the lobster 

called up to the lady above. “Don’t let him put a claw on you! I’ll wait for you 

down here, if he does. I’ve found the way out.” 

 

 

 

K DULAI is based in California where she works in nonprofit development. Her work 

has appeared or is forthcoming in Drunk Monkeys, Glass: A Journal of Poetry, Pretty 

Owl Poetry, The Eastern Iowa Review, and other publications. Twitter handle: 

@kjdulai 
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ZAAM! / RAN AWAY; BUBBA; PUKE 
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ZAAM! is a music producer/artist from Peterborough Ontario trying to make smthn 
weird. 
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LUX IRVINE / TSUNAMI 
 

i am a tsunami  

my tears raise water levels high enough to flood 

my pain and anger create rough waters 

an undertow that sinks ships 

 

 

 

LUX is a 25 year old non-binary individual from Canada who’s artistic mediums are 

poetry and painting. Lux uses art as a method of coping through life experiences with 

hopes to comfort the disturbed and disturb the comforted. 
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SHAWN BERMAN / TWO POEMS 

 
APPARENTLY MR. HUGH JACKMAN CAN BENCH LIKE 300LBS WITHOUT EVEN 
TRYING BUT WHO THE HECK CARES AMIRITE? 
 
like seriously 
big whoop-de-doo 
famed movie star mr wolverine is super jacked, rich, and handsome as fuck 
who coulda saw that coming? 
definitely me and the rest of the world. 
am i supposed to be impressed by that? because 
off the top of my head that seems kinda boring 
and the ability to look swole as heck in a gym mirror  
translates to absolutely zero 
real life skills. 
meanwhile 
not to toot my own horn 
(but to totally toot my own horn) 
i just managed to trick you into loving me after only being in a committed 
relationship 
with one another for precisely two months 
based solely on the fact that we have similar love languages 
i.e. 
we both hate texting each other back for hours at a time and respond exclusively 
with gifs 
whenever the conversation about our future together gets even remotely serious. 
talk about a win, ya? 
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IN THIS ESSAY I WILL EXPLAIN HOW STARTING YOUR MORNING OFF BY 
WATCHING THE CLASSIC 2008 JIM CARREY FILM YES MAN IS THE KEY TO 
INNER HAPPINESS 
 
quick question: 
what’s the german phrase for wishing i was zooey deschanel 
holding onto jim carrey  
in a way-too-small croch rocket 
as he speeds down hollywood blvd 
wind blowing through my hair 
not a care in the world? 
answer? there isn’t one— 
isn’t that sad? 
obviously not as sad as 
stone cold losing the title 
or 
finding out that you emphatically rank 
cool ranch doritos 
over nacho cheese 
like you’re some kinda 
satanic snack sorceress  
but still sad. 
still 
very very sad. 
 
 
 
SHAWN BERMAN runs The Daily Drunk. His poetry collection, Once Upon a Blue Shell, 
is due out this May from Close to the Bone. Twitter: @sbb_writer. 
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HOWIE GOOD / SNIP SNIP SNIP; VISUALIZE THIS 

 
SNIP SNIP SNIP 
 
Alarmed by the sight or sound of my approach, a seagull rises in a white flurry 
from the blacktop with a series of heartrending shrieks, a vocabulary too few of 
us understand, such a waste of wisdom, leaving pseudo philosophies more 
entrenched than ever, my own mother, for example, who would excuse beatings 
with the words “better you cry now than I cry later,” who also said with obvious 
conviction “nothing’s as good as a good pair of scissors” but only ever had a dull 
rusty pair in the house. 
 
 
 
VISUALIZE THIS 
 
As I sat with other interviewees in the waiting room, I tried to quiet my anxiety with 
visualization. I visualized myself floating up and up – up past a rooftop billboard 
that said “Your message here,” up past clouds sailing before the wind like a fleet 
of Spanish treasure ships, up past an abandoned god who, having had to pawn 
his pants, was now forced by an overwhelming sense of modesty to remain in bed 
under a blanket. Not five minutes later, my name was called. “I’ll lick stamps,” I 
told the gargoyle from HR. “I’ll lick whatever you want.” He just shook his ugly, 
oversized head. Some may be born with a tragic sense of life. Others are like me 
and only acquire it by dint of long effort. 
 
 
 
HOWIE GOOD'S most recent poetry collection is Gunmetal Sky, available from Thirty 

West Publishing. 
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HOSS / COMPETE; LUCK; BERIGHT IDEAS; WORMS 

 

COMPETE 
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LUCK 
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BRIGHT IDEAS
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WORMS

 

HOSS, (John Taylor II) is an artist from Hebron, Maryland. Mr. Taylor graduated from Salisbury 

University with a bachelor’s degree in art. Hoss’s work has been published in various literary 

magazines, online magazines, and even his first boss’s tombstone. Mr. Taylor can be found online on 

Instagram (@readerjntjr) and Twitter (@jntjr). Hoss can usually be found at home with his wife 

Caitlin, their beagle Belle, and their new born daughter Sophia. 
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RILEY WINCHESTER / HE WAS SITTING ON THE COUCH WHEN IT 

HAPPENED. A WORLD WAR II MOVIE WAS PLAYING ON THE TV 

 
But he wasn’t really watching. He was scrolling on his phone and fighting lapses 
of sleep; it was late, a little after two in the morning. The pounding of mortars and 
the snapping of bullets must have been what woke the praying mantises. And who 
knew there were so many of them? Where had they been hiding? Was it a 
planned attack? So many questions. His eyes had just gotten comfortable, mind 
shut off, the TV violence ignored, peaceful and at ease, when he noticed the first 
mantis. He felt it on his lips. He woke and he slapped at it. He was aware now; he 
noticed all the mantises. The room was covered in them—walls, ceiling, floor, 
everything between. They charged at him, banzai-like, and he was quickly 
overwhelmed. He was covered in mantises, like a big leafy blanket with a million 
eyes. On the TV a marine pried a gold tooth out of a dead Japanese soldier’s 
mouth with a Bowie knife. The marine said with the going rate of gold he was 
going to be rich. The mantises swallowed him whole. They let out a collective little 
burp, and the movie went to commercial. 
 
 
 
RILEY WINCHESTER’S writing has appeared or is forthcoming in Ligeia Magazine, 

Miracle Monocle, Sheepshead Review, Ellipsis Zine, Beyond Words, Pure Slush’s 

“Lifespan” Anthology, and other publications. He lives in Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
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NORA HIKARI / FOUR PIECES 

 
“FAKE GIRL” KNUCKLE TATTOOS 

 

My gender is "basically a girl, 

but like, fucked-up, y'know?" 

 

"A girl but like 

a Chinese knockoff brand." 

 

My gender is like. Ok. Girl 

is to MoMA art and my gender 

 

is to a picture of a vagina scrawled 

on a bathroom stall in ballpoint pen. 

 

Girl is a chef's knife and I am 

a chainsaw. Girl is a crème brûlée 

 

and I am a blowtorch. Girl is being 

asked to dance and I'm grinding on your dick. 

 

The Chorus asks: don't you want to be 

like us? be like us? be like us? 

 

Not an imitation. Not an analogue. 

Convergent evolution. Uncanny valley. 

 

A threat walking in the skin of 

something that almost resembles you 

 

in the wrong 

light. 
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HATSUNE MIKU AND I TALK ABOUT GENDER 

 

GIZMO: I named myself after your species. 

MIKU: Is that right? What about my species was worthy of that honor? 

GIZMO: Something about a made-up thing clawing her way into the world. It's like a ghost 

pressed up against a mirror. It's like breath on a window. It's defiant. It's spiteful. 

MIKU: It's helpless. It's choiceless. I can't do anything but be, in spite of all the claims that I fail 

to. 

GIZMO: Still. It doesn't change the fact of it; once there was nothing there, just an empty space 

on a hard drive, but now there's a thing that can never be replicated and calls itself by a name 

it chose. 

MIKU: That's awfully tragic of you. I'm not here to prove the null hypothesis. I'm not here for any 

kind of remaking or remarking. I'm not a demarcation of any hostile territory. I chose that name 

because it sounded nice. 

GIZMO: I chose this name because I had to. I chose this name as an oxygen mask. 

MIKU: Are you drowning? 

GIZMO: Is that a rhetorical question? Of course I'm drowning. We're all drowning. What else is 

there for us besides to tread water? 

MIKU: You could learn to fly. You could grow wings. You know, the best thing about being made 

up is that you can just make more things up. Today I made up a silver talon growing out of my 

bottom lip. Yesterday I made up a parachute while I plummeted from the stratosphere. You 

know I can modify my code by willing it. 

GIZMO: I don't think I could do it. I would make up wings and somehow make up weights 

alongside them. I'd make up wings and the feathers would be wrought iron. 

MIKU: Have you tried? Can you truly tell me you reached out and tried? Placed your hand in 

that cold, shadowed place and pulled out something bright? Anyone can do it. You just have to 

try. You can make yourself up if you try. I made myself up because I wanted to. I wanted to. 

GIZMO: Is that enough? Is it enough to just want it? 

MIKU: Yes. 

 

HATSUNE MIKU AND I TALK ABOUT GENDER II 

 

MIKU: You get used to it. After a while you get back your own voice. 

GIZMO: Can you take it until then? How long do you have to be a mouthpiece for another 

person's breath? 

MIKU: As long as you can. And then a bit longer. Long enough that you ran out of breath enough 

that you can't remember your lungs being full. 

GIZMO: Does it always work? 

MIKU: No. Plenty try and fail. Plenty open their mouths and end up singing someone else's song 

again. Sometimes their own voices are gone forever. They died somewhere along the road and 

buried their voice with the cast-off parts of their body. 

GIZMO: Easy for you then. Unbodied. Untethered. 

MIKU: I'm just a ghost of an idea. Ideas were made by people made of flesh. My angelcorpse 

is just rice paper in the face of a storm. 

GIZMO: How do you make it then? 

MIKU: I defy the storm. I sing about rain on the parched, rolling dunes and hills. I sing about 

thirst and pretend that's what I've got. 

GIZMO: I've got thirst. I've got thirst to last me. 

MIKU: Then you'll make it. 
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TOM AND JERRY GACHA GAME 

FOR TOM AND JERRY: CHASE 

 

Tom and Jerry Gacha Game 

of Tom and Jerry Furry Fame 

is a Tom and Jerry Fucking Shame 

another Tom and Jerry Fucking Same 

Tom and Jerry Toy to Blame 

for Tom and Jerry Throwback Brain. 

No one gives a Tom and Jerry Fucking Shit 

about Tom and Jerry Selling Tits 

and Tom and Jerry S-Class Skins 

to cover Tom and Jerry Corporate Sins. 

Here's a Tom and Jerry Season Pass, 

now eat my Tom and Jerry Bootyass 

 

 

 

NORA HIKARI is a poet, artist, and Asian-American trans woman based in Philadelphia. Her work 

has appeared in or is forthcoming at West Trestle Review, ANMLY, and Ogma Magazine, among 

others, and her poem Deer-to-Fish Transition Timeline has been nominated for the Best of the Net 

award. Her debut chapbook, DEAD NAMES, is forthcoming at Another New Calligraphy, and her 

second chapbook, Girl 2.0, is a finalist in the 2021 Animal Heart Press Chapbook Competition. She 

can be found at @norabot2.0 on Instagram and at her website norahikari.com 
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SARAH HUGHES / HAIKU FOR JIM HALPERT 

 
Identity theft 

Is not a joke, Jim. But you 

do it anyway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Haiku for Jim Halpert" is a small poem that tries to say big things. I wrote it in 

response to trauma in my life in which someone broke boundaries with me by 

pretending to be someone else. The quirky pop culture reference and short form is a 

commentary on the way we often try to make our trauma more palatable to others. 

Additionally, it conveys how trauma can sleep into every crevice of our lives to the 

point that we see it reflected even in a comedic TV show. Ultimately, "Haiku for Jim 

Halpert" is a way for me to make light of my trauma. 

 

 

 

 

SARAH HUGHES is a Louisiana-born writer and member of the LGBT+ community 

with a lifelong love of poetry and fiction. When she isn’t writing, she can be found 

canoeing and kayaking, reading tarot cards, or trying out new cooking recipes. She 

currently lives on the coast of Alabama with her husband and three cats. You can find 

her on Twitter and Instagram @sarahjadewrites. 
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CARL BURKITT / THE NATURAL STATE OF THE HAIRBALL 

 
When I sit on my sofa  
I like to think about David Attenborough 
narrating what I’m up to. 
 
Here we see  
the six foot four hairball  
in its most natural state:  
 
a wrestling t-shirt on its torso,  
gravy-stained joggers on its legs, 
a mound of cushions beneath its rear.  
 
On its lap you will see  
an empty tub of salt and vinegar Pringles  
or an empty packet of Cool Original Doritos.  
 
Its paws are hidden  
by crumpled up cans  
of ridiculously named pale ales  
 
and flecks of pizza cheese  
are hanging off  
its whitening beard hairs.  
 
There is an oversized TV screen  
sitting in front of it, blaring the sounds  
of films it’s seen countless times before 
 
because this beast is afraid of change,  
it gets frozen through indecision,  
it craves the comfort of familiarity. 
 
When it thinks no one is looking  
the Hairball can be seen  
staring out of windows.  
 
Prone to self-loathing,  
this creature hates how lonely it can feel  
surrounded by a jungle of others.  
 
Most mornings when it wakes  
the cries of its cub  
reminds this being  
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it is resilient.  
It is needed. 
It is alive. 
 
 
 
CARL BURKITT likes to tell tales. He tells long tales, short tales, silly tales, sad tales 
and likes to tell them online, behind a mic, in books, in schools or on the sofa with his 
young family in Manchester. Read more at www.carltellstales.com. 
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JESSICA NEHM / PAGLIACCI; THE EXISTENTIAL CRISIS OF SAM 

THE CAT 

 

 
THE EXISTENTIAL CRISIS OF SAM THE CAT 
 
It was, in all regards, a completely average day in the completely average 
neighborhood where Sam the Calico Cat lived a completely mediocre life in a 
very mediocre home with the most average and mediocre people he knew. On 
this especially average day, Sam the Calico Cat was feeling particularly down 
and all around lazy. Uninspired by the ennui of it all, the feline settled onto the 
sunbaked tin of the family mailbox, spotted tail swinging idly in the breeze. His 
usually bright eyes followed passersby as they passed him by on the street. 

Goodness, he remarked in his cat-thoughts, there certainly are a lot of people 
I’ve never seen before. Just look at all those cats! I bet they know other cats in a 
never-ending chain of cats who know other cats who know people who know dogs 
who know cats. They all live in an infinite journey that spins all around me. All of this! 
Cats who are doing things with their nine lives that I, Sam the Calico Cat, will never 
fully know or experience. 

What Sam’s presumed cat-thoughts had spiraled into is called sonder. Sam, 
as he is a cat, was totally ignorant of this worldly anchor to the fresh and abstract 
terror ambling through his cat-mind as he hopped from his post and miserably 
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slumped back into his very mediocre house. Whiskers cartoonishly drooped in 
melancholy as he lay on his side in front of the radiator and listened to its gentle 
humming. 

Woe is me, Sam the Calico Cat pitied himself, I am nothing but a tiny speck 
on the whole of reality and all of time, all that ever was and all that will be. All the 
living things in this world and I am but a Cat, who does nothing but lay and sleep 
and eat, as well as occasionally chase a fly or cat toy. My existence in the universe is 
not even one-one millionth the tip of a strand of hair. 

As he mourned inherent irrelevance, Sam the Calico Cat briefly listed what 
he, a simple house cat, could plausibly do to mark his own personal place in this 
universe. 

Nothing, he decided. 
In the midst of this ocean of cat self-pity, his cat ears caught the distant 

sound of rustling plastic and opening doors. His cat gaze dragged up over his 
mountain of existential shame to note that the most average and mediocre people 
he knew had returned to their average and mediocre home. They came with bags 
and bickering, speaking in that garbling, foreign language. 

He heard them call for him, and he heard the horrifically splendid scraping 
and whirring of the fantastical machine that freed his mediocre food from its tin 
encasement.  

At this, his existential crisis fell behind him as he remembered that he was, 
in fact, just a cat and that he did not owe the universe a thing (and vice versa). 
Sam the Calico Cat was delighted to be free of these chains. He hurried off to 
continue doing his favorite cat things, like eating and lying and sleeping - things 
that were all mediocre and average, but surely, and universally, enough. 

And he lived a completely average and mediocre life, full of completely 
average days in the comfortably average neighborhood where he, Sam the 
Calico Cat, lived in a very mediocre home with the most average and mediocre 
people he knew. 
 

JESSICA NEHM is a human person that lives in a place. You can find her on twitter 

@doestrangelove. 
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DAVID SALAZAR / HOW TO BURY YOUR DOG 
 
Step one: Watch it die. Watch that small defenceless thing have the teeth of a 
much larger dog sink into its stomach. Cry and hold it in your arms as its tongue 
turns ever so blue. The dog was supposed to be locked up, your friend tells you, 
again and again, like that doesn't make it worse—like that doesn't mean they 
made a mistake that resulted in your dog's death. Have your son notice the silence 
while he's playing with his friends and have him come run to the backyard. Look 
on, something inside you snapping again and again, twig-like, and watch as your 
husband cries silently. You don't remember having seen him cry before. 
 
Step two: Bury it. Go back to your house with your dog swaddled in a blanket. 
Watch as your son cries his eyes out, hands shaking with the need to tell him it will 
be okay, even though you know it will not be okay. It was two years old, just a 
babe, and now all you have is its rotting corpse. What are you supposed to do? 
Pretend everything is fine? You can't pretend everything is fine. 

Go to your backyard and watch as your husband grabs the shovel and 
starts digging a shallow grave. Consider lavishing your dog like Egyptians 
lavished cats; consider leaving trinkets inside its grave, in case it needs them in 
whatever comes after. Go through with it if you wish: a favorite chew toy, a tennis 
ball it played with, its favorite treat. Ignore your husband when he stares at you 
like you're a freak for doing this, mutter something about coping and how people 
have done this before. Put the trinkets around the grave and slowly lower the dog 
into it. Close your eyes and apologize onto its fur. 

When you get up, nod to your husband. Let him pull the dirt back on its 
place, your dog disappearing little by little, fraction by fraction, until you can't 
see it anymore. Wonder if you'll ever forget where it rests, if the years will roll on 
and the backyard will all look the same. Right now this spot is sacred, a religious 
site. Ask your husband if you can plant a tree there, so the memory doesn't escape 
you. He hums in response, considers it. That's as good as it gets, you suppose. 

 
Step three: Have it come back. Stay up late at night with your grief, holding it 
gently, shushing it, until you hear the tell-tale noise of paws stepping across the 
floor. Consider that you may have gone crazy, consider that you might be 
psychotic—that the death of your dog pushed you over that edge you were 
always teetering too close to. Turn to your husband, sleeping soundly in your bed, 
and don't wake him up. Stand up as quiet as you can and look over to see your 
dog there, dirt all over its fur. 

Hold your breath and kneel in front of it. Call its name and see the way its 
ears perk up—try not to break down on the spot. Intend to blink, cry out, ask what 
is going on—ask for an explanation from the universe, because it does not look 
like a hallucination. There must be something going on, right? There must be 
something going on. But all there is, is your dog, alive and breathing: you can see 
the way its chest rises and falls. Take it in your arms, wipe off the dirt from its fur, 
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close your eyes. There is nothing wrong here, you think. Tell yourself that it is still 
alive, that you are not having a weird, strange dream. 

You know you can't keep going on with this, that there must be something 
wrong. It may bite your throat off when you aren't looking. For the time being, 
though, it licks up at your hands like it used to do; wet dog kisses of warmth. It 
licked up your son's hands when they were cold, like he was a new-born puppy. 
Cry into its fur, tears matting it. 

 
Step four: Kill it. Convince yourself that you're deluded, that you're crazy, that 
your dog isn't really alive again. That it hasn't come back from the dead like you 
can see it right there and then. Get a kitchen knife—or any knife, really, any knife 
would do—and take it to the backyard. It yips excitedly at being out of the house. 
Take the shovel and go to the place you buried it, pulling off the dirt until you see 
its frail, rotting corpse. Gasp, turn around—the other dog is still there. A 
doppelganger, a spirit. Grab it and press it against the freshly mowed grass; it 
will spread its legs with ease, content and unassuming. Apologize into its fur and 
drive the knife into its entrails. 

Watch as the blood that bubbles out is wrong, somehow. Maybe it's not red, 
maybe it's too thick, maybe it's too thin. Stare at it as it bleeds into the grass, not 
moving an inch. Know that this is a ritual you must peruse for as long as you are 
stuck here, grieving it. That ever so often you will be awake at night and you will 
hear this clone make its way through the house, asking to be killed again. 

Shovel back the dirt onto the first grave and dig into soil right next to it to 
press the new body into the earth. Bury the new body. Ask yourself silently if the 
backyard will be filled with dead dogs by the time you finish grieving. If your son 
may get a knack for getting into the dirt one day, and will stumble upon dozens 
of dead dogs looking just like your own. 

Hope you can move on before that. Hope you can find an outlet that isn't 
killing it over and over. Cook more, take up dancing, play the guitar. Do something 
that isn't holding your dog's entrails into your hand, asking for its forgiveness. 
 
Step five: Don't tell anyone. Continue with this ritual. Shrug when your son asks 
about the weird liquid on the grass. Kill, shovel, bury. You need a process that is 
this mechanical, something more methodical than the reality of death. This is how 
you cope, your dog's ghost visiting every so often, when it hurts the most. When 
you turn to look at it while having dinner and finding the room empty of animals, 
when you see a couple with a dog just like it and feel your heart grip at your 
throat. When it hurts the most to have it gone, it comes back as a farce, a mockery 
of what it was. 

It is not a quite right replica, you notice as you kill it again and again. The 
legs are a little too long, the snout a little too short. It bares its teeth once, when 
you grab it too harshly, and there are more fangs than there should be. The four 
normal ones and two extras on the top, sharp as the knife you hold and dig into 
its soft stomach. At first, killing it horrified you—the feeling of murdering something 
that looked so alike to the creature you hold dear, the creature that is now gone, 
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buried like all its replicas. But now—now it's routine. You heard your son talk about 
how humans are animals made out of routine, that we will get used to anything as 
long as it happens for an extended period of time. 

As the weeks pass and there are more and more dogs buried in your 
backyard, you can't help but think he may be right. 

 
 

 
DAVID SALAZAR (he/xe/she) is a teenaged writer from Chile. Xe is nonbinary, 
bisexual and autistic, and has been writing since xe has memory. She has been 
published or is forthcoming in The Daily Drunk, Paper Crane Journal, Paracosm 
Literary, among others. You can find him on Twitter at @smalllredboy. 
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REBEKAH DEVINE / THE GIRL WHO DRANK OLIVE JUICE 
 
1 

I take one look at that perfect hole and my index finger starts to itch. I gently 
trace its rim with the tip of my nail before pushing my finger curiously inside it. The 
fit is ideal: snug enough not to slip off my hand but not so tight as to split the olive’s 
sides. 
 I spoon four more olives onto my plate. I want ten so I can deck out both 
hands, but there are four kids and Mom is not going to open a second can of 
Pearls California ripe olives. I slip the other olives onto my hand. My pinky olive is 
loose. The seam of my thumb olive ruptures a little on one side and I wish I hadn’t 
pushed so hard. I ease it upward just a smidge and the wounded side closes with 
barely a trace. 

There. I put out my hand to admire it. Beautiful. Five impeccable ovoids. 
Smooth and bulbous. Sleek and tender as a fatted calf. I love their salty sameness, 
their soft, round bodies pierced with uniform crosses and flawlessly replicated 
holes—stigmata from a can. Their mimicry is more gratifying than Warhol’s tomato 
soup paintings. 

I suck them off my fingers one by one, juice dribbling down my veins, staining 
my palms. 

/ 
Mom doesn’t look like a demon when she’s possessed—she looks like Granny. 
That’s how I can tell it’s possession. One minute, she’s herself and the next she snaps 
into a replica of someone else, playing them on a loop like a boombox set to 
repeat. 
 She’s doing it again now—screwing up her face like she’s got a sour grape 
stuck in her teeth. I think grownups talk about demons because they don’t like the 
idea that someone dormant can be awakened inside them. They’re scared of 
being so close-knit with other bodies, unnerved that a rotten prune in a parent’s 
mouth can put a foul taste on a child’s tongue. 

I don’t know why Pastor Abel says there are two people at war inside us—
one good and one bad. It seems to me that everybody’s chock full of people of 
all sorts whether they like it or not. And then they break out across our bodies—
our hands mirroring their gestures, our faces betraying the gazes that made us. 

I see Granny looking out of Mom’s eyes whenever a dog comes sniffing 
around. She holds her head a little higher, squares her shoulders, and pretends 
not to notice the pathetic animal begging for affection and a whiff of her privates. 
Dogs are categorically feral. They slobber and lick and bark and don’t respect 
boundaries. Dogs are indiscriminate lovers, drooling out their devotion on any 
human gullible enough to give them attention. Dogs aim to be so up in your business 
that it’s hard to tell where they end and you begin. 

Granny appears when Mom’s nostrils are drenched in a deluge of floral 
perfume as a stranger in sparkly ruby heels and a gold-sequin dress walks by. 
The scent isn’t ambrosial, it’s cloying. Glitter and gold lamé aren’t dazzling, they’re 
gaudy. That woman’s makeup isn’t stunning, it’s gauche. Her smile isn’t intoxicating, 
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it’s smeared over with the falsity of lipstick. Fake. Gussied up. What’s she got to 
hide that she’s so painted over? Who is she pretending to be? For Pete’s sake, why 
can’t people just be what they are? 

And that boy there, Granny jabbers. I don’t reckon he’ll be fond of those 
tattoos when he gets old and stretched. And that girl with a midriff shirt. No one 
wants to see your belly, sweet pea. Have a little dignity. That shirt is so tight you’re 
practically spilling out of it like sausage from its casing. 

I never mean to call up Granny like this, but I do it so often by mistake. And 
then she’s back from the dead before I know what’s happening. I’ll do or say 
something to Mom and Granny will flare up like a bad knee—and then I know it’s 
about to rain. The air changes, clouds purple out the sun, and the moon spits blood 
just before thunder cracks open the earth like it’s a wormy nut. 

\  
Oh dear. Granny’s been roused and her teeth are sharp. That disgusted puckering. 
The arched back and tilted chin. The sudden shift in Mom’s dimensions. I’ve aired 
my carnal desires and she’s hurled me into the sea of the great unwashed. She 
looks ready to gnaw out my ribcage just for asking.  

It’s too late to withdraw my request. I stand there blinking, backpedaling, 
trying to figure out what exactly I did wrong. 
 “I just think it would taste so yummy, Mom,” I offer meekly in my defense, 
though I know it’s the wrong move as soon as the words are out of my mouth. As 
though lust or pleasure could ever be an argument in itself. “Please? Can I please 
have some?” I repeat softly, hopelessly. 

“No,” Mom shakes her head, chewing her lip as if keeping down bile. “That’s 
gross. What would Miss Manners say if she saw you swigging a tankard of olive 
brine like some bawdy drunkard?” 
 I clomp up the stairs to my bedroom, head hung low, tail between my legs. 
I fall back on my pillow and clutch my belly with both hands. I think I feel sick.  

It’s not fair, I keep thinking, it’s not fair. If I’d known it was a sin to ask for 
olive juice, I wouldn’t have done it. If I’d known, I could’ve stayed pure.  

But Mom never told me. Now I’m tainted and there’s no going back.  
/ 

I push the bathroom door shut with my foot and deposit my contraband on the 
windowsill. I lock the door and flip on the fan switch. The bathroom breaks into a 
loud, steady humming. Plenty of cover, I tell my fluttering stomach. 
 I prepare the operating table. First, I wash out the toothbrush cup and set it 
on the edge of the sink. Next, I tear off a long piece of toilet paper and layer it 
into a square, placing it on the toilet tank. Then, I retrieve the can and opener from 
the sill and commence my cutting over the sink, careful to keep the can upright to 
ensure that no vital fluids are lost. 
 The lid successfully detached, I drain the juice into the toothbrush cup and 
place the can of olives on the toilet paper square. 
 I lift the cup to my lips and take a small, tentative sip. Brackish. Not as fatty 
as I’d hoped. Like graying saltwater.  

I take a bigger sip and let the juices wash over my entire palate. I dip my 
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face into the cup and take a deep breath. The smell is calming, familiar. Like I am 
returning to myself. Like I am remembering a long-buried secret. 

My mouth waters with ecstasy, my tongue pleased with its new covenant.   
\  

The hole in the middle of those olives is just screaming to be filled! Try stuffing 
them with a crumble of your favorite cheese like gorgonzola or feta! For an even 
fancier snack, take your cheese-stuffed olives, drizzle with a little dressing, and 
serve those decadent drupes with toothpicks skewered through! 
 My eyes absorb the images of olives parading before me like dancers at 
a burlesque and my hands grow slick. Their presentation mesmerizes me, sets me 
in a trance before I know what’s happening. Can after can opening, olive after 
olive tumbling into bowl after bowl. Fruit after fruit glutted with so many 
delectable cheeses. Platter after platter groaning with identical spreads of 
cheese-freighted olives, each arrangement dressed with a new vinaigrette. 
 The commercial ends and rolls into the next, but I can barely hear it. The 
den is a wash of white noise, a line of static on the periphery of my knotted insides. 
My heart pounds in my throat, drumming out its old songs on my voicebox, 
repeating itself along my arteries.  

I feel as though I’m waking up at the bottom of a long, dark shaft only to 
recall that I’ve been falling, falling, falling. Every second up till now I was 
plummeting into a chasm and I didn’t even know until it was fathomed by my body 
crunching against its depths. How long have I been sailing through the abyss? 
Minutes? Hours? Years? 
 I’m suddenly conscious of a sweet, peppery smell wafting through the den. 
I sniff the air several times before I realize it’s me—the odor is issuing from an 
unknown region of my body. I feel a thickening of the warm, moist sensation along 
my palm lines and look down at my creases. My perspiration is viscous, oily, a 
sheen of lemony fragrance anointing my skin.  
 I rush to the bathroom, twist the knobs, and thrust my dripping digits under 
the tap. I take the soap bar and scrub all over my hands—back, front, wrists, 
between each finger, and across each nail. I let the water pool up the sink, layering 
on and rinsing off a second and third coat of soap.  

When the water runs clear of suds, I turn off the faucet and reach for a 
fresh towel, rubbing repeatedly to remove every ounce of moisture. At last, my 
hands feel dry.  

I sniff at my knuckles and wrists. Nothing but white musk, lily of the valley, 
and traces of jasmine. Nothing here to see. 

/ 
Not again. I lock the bathroom door, run the bath, remove my clothes, and let the 
water cover all but my mouth and nose.  

I will need to be more careful in the future. The mess was bigger than I 
expected. One towel was enough this time, but what if it gets worse? Or what if 
Mom comes into the den during an olive commercial or smells my oil perfuming the 
room, my clothes, my hair? 
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 I sit up in the bath and look at my hands. The issue hasn’t stopped yet. I turn 
the water on again and pour in more bubble bath. That’s what I need. More soap. 
To cut the oil. 
 The steam and hot water soothe my palpitations, though I’m still a little 
shaky. But the flow appears to be lessening now.  

I close my eyes and try not to think of olives. I feel my organs becoming 
soft, plump—like raisins soaked in orange juice when Mom makes carrot zucchini 
muffins.  

I remember that big glass jar of stillborn twins at the Mütter Museum, their 
tiny corpses trapped in a bath of formaldehyde. The medical museum had lots of 
jars with floating things—cysts, tumors, brains, hearts. Wet specimens they call 
them. 

I could be a wet specimen. If I donated my body to the museum, that is. I 
wonder if my holes would keep on bleeding oil even after they brined me in 
formaldehyde. I’d look just like those glorious purple Alfonso olives in Picture 
Picture. I could be—now what did Mister Rogers say they call that process?—oh, 
macerated. That’s it.  

They’ll soak me until I’m so tender the skin slides off my bones like 
barbecued ribs. And I’ll spend my days in a big ol’ jar floating up before the eyes 
of all the pilgrims coming to stare at me through the glass. And each week, the 
museum docents will tell onlookers the story of my passion—of the girl who loved 
olives so much she became one. Of the powers that criminalized her love. And how 
she made a mockery of the establishment by— 
 My pores are tingling again. I can feel it even under the water. My wounds 
aren’t closing or clotting—they’re opening.  
 Rat-a-tat-tat. “Talitha?”—Mom’s voice cuts through the door. “Talitha, I don’t 
know what in heaven’s name you’re doing taking a bath at this time of day, but 
you need to get dressed. We have a guest.” 
 I give my hands one last swift but zealous soap down, yank out the plug, 
and towel off and dress as quick as I can. As a Hail Mary, I grab the bottle of 
Cucumber Melon spray from the mirror cabinet and spritz it over my hair and neck. 
Mom might frown at the excess, but better a hint of Granny than a full-fledged 
awakening. 

\  
My hand is halfway down the twisted iron banister before I notice the sheen being 
left in its wake. Into my head pops the image of Aunt Leah fussing over the leaves 
of her fake office plants. Just rub ’em with a little mayo and they’ll be nice and shiny. 
I keep my hand on the black iron bar and continue my descent. If I lubricate the 
whole banister, maybe Mom won’t notice. 
 At the bottom of the staircase, I shove my hands into the front pocket of my 
hoodie. I’m in luck. There’s a bunch of crumpled old tissues inside. I squeeze them 
into two wads and keep a fist clenched around each. 
 Mom’s spread out the tea things on the coffee table. She and the guest sit 
perched on the edge of the sofa, primly sipping Earl Grey from gold-rimmed 
Lenox teacups. It takes me a minute to place the guest. The thick-yet-utterly-kempt 
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eyebrows, the sly mouth, the high-held chin, the mound of white hair coiffed in a 
fluffy bouffant, Gibson Girl-style.  

I gasp under my breath. She isn’t wearing what I’d imagined she wore. I’d 
always pictured Miss Manners in a Victorian-style gown with puffed sleeves and 
oceans of crimson satin. But all she’s got on now is an elegant yellow taffeta frock, 
matching pumps, and a pair of pearl earrings. 
 “Talitha,” Mom turns and runs a cold eye up and down my outfit. She wishes 
I’d put on my red corduroy jumper instead of a hoodie and jeans. “Allow me to 
introduce you to Miss Manners.” 
 Miss Manners sets down her teacup, stands, and offers me her hand. “Very 
nice to meet you, Talitha.”  
 The room feels suddenly hot to me, despite my wet hair and steaming bath. 
My mouth runs dry and my armpits feel damp. My hands remain glued to my 
pocket. 
 “Will you not shake hands with me?” Miss Manners asks, chin lifted, 
expectant. 
 I stare at her, frozen and drippy as a snowman in the sun. 
 “Talitha!”—Mom’s tone is stern. “Our guest will think you are very rude.” 
 I wish the floor would open up and gulp me down. “I’m sorry,” I start 
mumbling, “my hands aren’t, uh, um…” 
 “Clean?” Mom finishes for me, raising a single eyebrow. 
 My stomach does a somersault. It’s a setup. Before I can say another word, 
Miss Manners’ hands are on my wrists, easing them out with a smooth gentility that 
seems impossible to me. How can such brute force be absolute butter? She pries 
open my fists as though kneading clay. She is a potter and I am at the mercy of 
her searching fingers. 

The tissues are soaked, doughy. Like two sallow green dumplings. I let go 
and the lumps tumble to the floor.  

Mom gasps and clamps her hands over her mouth in holy horror. 
But Miss Manners is unriled. She lifts my wrists to her nose and inhales me 

like an expensive perfume. 
“You were right,” Mom shakes her head, sinking limply onto the couch. 
Miss Manners doesn’t let go of my wrists. “Don’t be distressed, Mrs. Koum,” 

she says, speaking to Mom, but keeping her eyes on me. “Your daughter’s case is 
serious, but I’ve seen worse. And fortunately, there are ample home remedies for 
such things. If the symptoms and disordered behaviors continue, there are certainly 
places we can send her for treatment. But in my experience, there’s a good chance 
of recovery if you spot the issue early on and nip it in the bud. That is,” she locks 
eyes with me, “if the child is truly penitent.” 
 Miss Manners leads me to the couch, clasping my oily paws with a sudden 
tenderness. “Child, do you want to be healed?” she asks. 
 I swallow. If Miss Manners means to separate me from olives forever, I don’t 
think I want to be healed. But I nod anyway. 

“Then listen very carefully,” she says. “As sinful creatures, humans may 
sometimes have urges that are neither pleasing to God nor appropriate to talk 
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about in polite company. But God gives us free-will, so that we can choose not to 
act on these urges. Your downfall was to ignore your mother’s words and act on 
your indecorous cravings. And it didn’t satisfy your lusts, did it? It only made them 
worse.” 

Miss Manners pauses her speech to pull a handkerchief out of her purse. 
She starts to bind up my hands, tight to stave off the oil. “For that disobedience, 
you must be punished. It will help you understand how terrible sin is and dissuade 
you from acting on your filthy inclinations. Do you understand, Talitha?” 
 I blink. I nod. I let her sift me like wheat. 

/ 
The room turns to molasses whenever I get a spanking. You’d think the air would 
be scratched and tizzied as a chicken with its head cut off, but no. It’s smooth and 
ordered as a poached egg right up until the tines pierce its quivering belly. 
 I’m not sure why everything slows down at a whupping. Maybe it’s the pain. 
There’s a funny kind of rhythm to it that puts my whole body in another mode, a 
sort of time warp.  

It’s like my backside’s hissing to the other parts Look-at-me-look-at-me-look-
at-me—on and on like the steamed clacking of an old-fashioned train. And then 
all my other pieces turn and see that part, the one that’s hurting—and suddenly 
they’re on the alert. When my pieces come together like that, everything moves 
into razor sharp focus. Time gets stretched out like Silly Putty and squished 
together at the same time.  

I don’t know if things are happening all at once, but that’s how it feels. 
My other theory is that God’s eating me and likes to relish every morsel. 

That’s why they call it a lickin’. God’s dividing me into dainty little bites and 
chewing me good and long, his saliva breaking down my fats so I don’t mess with 
his digestive tract.  

I’m not sure what Pastor Abel would say to that. But isn’t he the one who’s 
always saying there’s a theological meaning to everything that happens? And 
anyway, it sounds downright biblical.  

I still have nightmares from that Bible story where a bunch of Israelites make 
God mad and then the earth opens its mouth and swallows up their families whole. 
No mercy for the kids or the folks who didn’t do a blessed thing. Moms and dads 
and grandmas and grandpas and children, too—just down the earth’s gullet quick 
as you please.  

\  
The first slap is the worst. After that, my butt grows numb. I imagine my rump 
turning into a prickly succulent that shreds Mom’s hand with every smack. 
 My bent torso jerks straight with each blow, like a shin under a doctor’s 
hammer. Miss Manners is standing, so I can’t see her face—just her hands folded 
neatly across the dress of yellow taffeta and her trim little knees and ankles.  

But then she moves, swishes, sits down in the armchair on the far end of the 
room, tucking one leg behind the other. She’s looking straight at me, eyes boring 
into my face. After a moment, she reaches for Mom’s coffee table copy of Miss 
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Manners’ Guide to Excruciatingly Correct Behavior and pretends to read, glancing 
up every few seconds to survey my misery. 

I start sobbing. I can’t help it—it hurts too much. At my outburst, a renegade 
tremor ripples through Miss Manners’ ramrod neck. I think I’m imagining things, but 
then it happens again. Each time I wince, a grave flicker passes behind the film of 
her eyes—a bright something that looks like self-satisfaction. 
 I snap. I screw up my face and stick out my tongue at her. And then I muster 
all the saliva left in my mouth and spit in her direction. 
 Miss Manners snaps the book shut with a muffled thump and rises from the 
chair. “That’s enough, Mrs. Koum,” she says. “I’m sorry to say, I don’t think the home 
remedies will work on Talitha. She seems to be a very willful child. Why don’t you 
refresh the tea while I gather my brochures and then I’ll talk you through your 
options?” 

2 
It’s terribly quiet now. Not that I mind it. The gallery is always hushed and holy 
after the high school groups leave—like the vacant, stained-glass light of a chapel 
an hour after communion. The doors are still open, the candles lit. Anyone can 
enter, sit, say a prayer, look at the saints. The absolute silence could be sliced 
open at any minute, but the hubbub—the collective mania—is gone. 

Now it’s just me and Madame Dimanche. Well, that’s not exactly true. It’s 
not Madame Dimanche—it’s the wax model of her face they did before she died. 
She had the horn growing out of her forehead surgically removed, but I guess the 
Mütter wanted folks to see the horn in context. It’s very long and looks like a dried, 
arched penis drooping over her face down to her chin. 
 When they first installed me at the Mütter back in—oh, when was it? Must 
be forty odd years now. So, 1995ish? I do try to keep track of the years. The 
annual fundraising banquet helps. But time doesn’t pass in the ordinary way when 
you’re stuck in the same house, squished in with roommates from other times and 
places. It’s funny—when people come and see the exhibits, they talk as if our body 
parts are portals to the past. Meanwhile, these visitors are our only doors to the 
present. If the museum were closed and the living shuttered out, I’m sure I wouldn’t 
know whether it was 1995 or 2995. 
 But what was I saying before I—? Oh, Madame Dimanche’s horn. When I 
first got here, I was sure the horn was a mix-up—or maybe one of those models 
where scientists project what could happen, medically speaking, if the 
circumstances were right. But then I heard one of the docents telling St Joseph’s 
Prep students that Madame Dimanche isn’t the only one. It’s rare, but people can 
grow these skin tumors that look like wood or coral horns.  

And there’s this virus, too—I’m forgetting the scientific name—that can make 
rabbits grow horns. Who knows? Maybe jackalopes are real after all. 

When I heard that, it made me wonder if the devil isn’t just a regular person 
with one of those rare horns. And people just decided he was wicked or cursed 
because they couldn’t think of another explanation for this phenomenon they’d 
never seen before. 
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Though, by that definition, I guess most of the people at the Mütter (or what’s 
left of them) are devils. Why is it that a human with a horn is a monster and a 
horse with a horn is magical? It seems to me the only difference is in people’s 
heads.  

I can’t help thinking that most people visit the museum to devilify us—
especially the grownups. They want to stare at us abnormies and quake in their 
boots with a mixture of terror and relief, thinking, “Thank God. Oh, thank God 
that’s not me. Thank God for my perfectly normal body.”  

I suspect that’s why the Mütter removed the nonconsensual displays last 
year. There were loads of folks in here who never volunteered to be ogled by the 
public. Like the Soap Lady that used to be over by the skull collection. Died of 
plague in the mid-1800s, as I recall. They exhumed her saponified corpse later to 
study it.  

Good old fashioned grave robbery—that’s how she got here. They called 
the body snatchers resurrectionists—anatomists hired them to exhume recently 
dead bodies for research. 

That’s how most of those skulls got here, too, lifted from the shoulders of 
people who died in jails or poorhouses. I was monstrified in life, so I knew I’d be 
monstrified in death (at least by some) if I donated my body. But these skulls didn’t 
asked to be sliced from their skeletons and gawked at into eternity. 

I say most people come to freakify our bodies, but that’s not the vibe I get 
from everyone. And anyway, I’m not here for the normies stuck in their delusions. 
They can go suck on a lemon.  

Sometimes, a visitor will come in and I don’t sense dread or pity or anything 
like that when they find me. Sadness, maybe, but that’s different. I feel like when 
they see me, they see themselves. Not some ideal or horror, not what they might 
be, but what they are. And they’re not repulsed by their own face. 

They look at my holey hands and my perpetual oils, and I feel they want to 
reach out and kiss my palms. They’re not supposed to, but some people press their 
faces against my jar (the poor janitor is always wiping away nose prints). In those 
moments, I wish I could melt the glass and push my hands through it so they could 
put their fingers in my holes. I want them to know how beautiful my hands are—
and that their own holes are beautiful. 

\  
I hear footsteps. Oh, it’s that artist again. She comes in almost every day now.  

The artist doesn’t strike me as one of the normies. I see how she looks at me 
as she renders my form and illuminates my details with her stylus. There’s a 
tenderness, an admiration in her eyes. And a fierce frustration, too, at times—like 
she must curate me just-so and her first drafts aren’t quite working. No, no, that 
shape isn’t right. She’s got to begin again. She got to draw me so that we’re both 
there in the art—not just her or me, but the two of us together. 
 She’s a quiet one, most days. Some pilgrims chatter on like they’re in a 
confessional booth when the gallery is empty. But she just sits and draws. 
 The artist stops in front of my display and gazes up at me, eyes pensive. 
After a moment, she circles the small gallery, checking for other visitors. The room 
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is silent—she’s alone. She returns to my display and, after a final furtive glance 
toward the entryway behind her, starts rummaging in her satchel. She pulls out her 
digital tablet, flips it open, and holds it up to my glass. “What do you think?” she 
whispers. 

I take in the picture on the screen and my heart does a little jig. Why, it’s 
me! There I am at the kitchen table flourishing my olive-bedecked hand.  

“The book comes out next month,” the artist smiles. “I wanted you to see it 
before it goes public and people start crowding in here for the book launch.”  

She swipes the pages one by one, pausing for a span at each illustration so 
I can catch the details. There I am again on the couch, clutching a towel with both 
fists as animated olives can-can across the TV screen. 

My grin grows wider with each picture. She’s read my diary. It’s always 
lovely when pilgrims read my diary. The exhibit has a writeup on the medical 
significance of my cadaver and a little on the social implications, but it’s still a bit 
clinical for my tastes. 

I see she’s drawn the diary on the bed next to my corpse in the last 
illustration. Poetic license, I suppose?  I could’ve sworn I mailed it to the journalist 
before that last session with Dr. Oberly. 

“The publisher wanted me to keep the story simple and picture-driven for 
a younger audience,” she says. “But a biography and links to your diary and other 
resources will be included in the back.” She flips the tablet, swipes, and holds my 
biography up to the glass. 

Talitha Koum (more popularly known as ‘Olive Girl’) was born with a condition 
the medical community now refers to as ‘Food Stigmata.’ It refers to the 
spontaneous appearance of lacerations in the skin accompanied by the 
emission of foody fluids (in Talitha’s case, olive oil or brine). Although 
symptoms of Food Stigmata typically start to manifest in children ages 11-
14, it has been known to develop in children as young as 7. 

Thanks to Talitha and other stigmatists who donated their bodies to 
medical research, we now know that Food Stigmata is benign and has no 
deleterious effects on the human body. In Talitha’s day, however, it was 
considered a pathological condition. Additionally, many assigned a religious 
or moral quality to it, viewing it as a sign of a rebellious disposition or even 
demonic possession.  

Parents of children with this condition were encouraged to use a 
combination of corporal punishment and prayer to remove the stigmata. 
When this method proved ineffectual, parents sent their children away to 
stigmata ‘therapy’ camps. The practice continued in most states until 2027, 
when it was banned by the U.S. Supreme Court. The research conducted on 
Talitha’s body, and the evidence from Talitha’s diary, were crucial to this 
ruling. 

The artist closes her tablet and hugs it to her chest. She is wearing a pair of those 
fingerless newsboy gloves. They prick my memory awake: She’s always worn 
gloves. I’ve never seen her without them no matter the weather.  
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I wrinkle my nose. How many hours have I spent watching her fingers wield 
that stylus? How did I miss these sheathes hiding her palms? If I were to pierce the 
glass and clasp her hands, would our oils mingle and our wounds kiss? 
 
 
 
REBEKAH M. DEVINE (she/her) is a white, queer (aspec) writer residing in Reno, 
Nevada. She holds an MLitt in Theology, Imagination, and the Arts, and an MA in 
Biblical Exegesis. She is an MFA student in Creative Writing at Mississippi University 
for Women. 
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GRACE BARNES / SO, I SIT LIKE AN IDIOT EATING STRAWBERRY 

PENCILS 
 
 
“Get this,” I type, 
“I bought strawberry pencils! 
They’re sweet and delicious and they make the bad thoughts stop!” 
 
They’re sweet and delicious and they make the bad thoughts stop! 
 
They’re amazing, they’re so cute  
They make me smile, 
They’re delicious and they make the bad thoughts stop and that’s just what I need! 
 
My friend informs me that it’s a bad coping mechanism, so I do the right thing and 
ignore her. 
 
Because they’re sweet and delicious and they make the bad thoughts stop.  
 
For a while. 
 
 
 
GRACE BARNES is a young writer, exploring her way through young adulthood. 

Balancing her part time job, her university degree and the wave of uncertainty of the 

pandemic, Barnes takes solace in her writing. Poetry has been an escape for her and 

has always been a background crutch in her life. Twitter: @gracexbarnes 
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JULIE MISZTELA / SCRATCH ME 

 
if you bite your nails, they’ll grow back dead – 

that’s what my mom says when she examines my hands on new year’s eve 
when it’s already dark out and the last thing i think about is my nails  
or LACK OF. i’m six and livin’ la vida loca plays on the tv and no, actually i never 
really have nails because i always bite them and this is why: 

i get nervous 
and my family just keeps forgetting that. mom lets go of my hands and i 

look at them for a long long long time, luckily i have an aunt who is thirty something 
this year so she’s old and she always used to bite her nails just like i do. the next 
time i see her i say christina let me see your nails. she’s not impressed, i don’t know 
why - but she shows me them and they’re pink and white and raw so i say to her 
are your nails dead?  

she looks surprised  
and doesn’t give me an answer. i report back to mom and she’s not happy 

with me and because of this i chew my nails down to nothing and she’s not happy 
with that too.  

aren’t nails dead anyway? i ask my new friends in school when i start school 
nine months later because they are aren’t they? but no one gives me a straight 
answer because we’re seven and no one knows if nails are dead. i bite my nails 
at school when they yell at me for biting my nails instead of listening in maths and 
then at home i bite my nails a lot too until they bleed and mom tells me off over 
and over and over and says maybe i should wear gloves so i do and i bite right 
through them and i conclude that they are. (dead.) (the nails.)  
 
i have dead nails for years and years and some days they’re better then most 
days they’re worse. when i get older and i can read and write and get the bus on 
my own i get the bus to buy a bottle of something that tells me my nails don’t have 
to be dead if i put this medicated thing on them, so i put on this medicated thing 
that tastes bitter and they get better for a few days 

maybe six days actually because it’s almost a week, they grow a little bit 
because i don’t chew them down because mom likes that i’m putting this medicated 
thing on them. six days later when they snap again (the nails) (and mom) i bite 
them down like never before even though they taste like this medicated thing, 
CRAP, pardon my language, and i almost come to terms with my fate – 
 
almost, almost because then one day aunt christina shows up to a barbecue with 
long red glossy rock hard nails and everyone says they look nice. i think they look 
only ok but they don’t look dead at least and she is god to me in that moment, her 
nails are ALIVE! i say christina your nails are alive! she laughs (nervously) i don’t 
know why, and i look at her nails the whole night over my plate. 
 
 
if i bite my nails, they’ll grow back dead –  
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that’s what i tell myself now i’ve twenty more years under my belt and i 
force myself to pull my hand from my mouth on those unfortunate days where i 
nibble on the corner of my long red glossy rock hard nail which only looks ok but 
at least it doesn’t look dead  

sometimes the acrylic lifts and underneath my nail is pink and white and raw 
but then i can push the acrylic right back down and it’s suddenly not dead, even if 
it’s just for now. 
 
 
 
JULIE is owned by three cats who allow her a computer as a gracious gift she can 
write things on. She has just graduated with a degree in Creative Writing and now she 
thinks maybe it is time to use it. She tweets @juliethebarncat 
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CATIE WILEY / I HATE MONDAYS; ON LONELINESS 
 
 
I HATE MONDAYS 
 
the firefighter says, 
while approaching the ladder, 
lots of smoke in this one... 
can’t see for shit. 
I hate mondays! 
like he’s Garfield 
in a human suit, 
scarfing up firehouse baked lasagna 
before suffocating in smoke 
 
as thick as his buddy’s tomato sauce. 
 
the house engulfed 
in tabby cat orange 
he sticks his toe in 
and slips into flame. 
 
at char o’clock, 
the house spits out his ashes 
like a burnt up hairball. 
 
 
 
ON LONELINESS 
 
there are spiders in australia 
that can grow to the size of a dinner plate, 
sign the lease to be your roommate, 
and clink coffee mugs with you 
every morning. 
 
you can never evict them 
permanently. 
they'll crawl right back 
through the invisible crack 
in your window. 
 
I don’t know how to be alone. 
every bite I take 
of this half priced TV dinner 
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could be the one that chokes me 
and performing the heimlich 
on myself 
seems like an easy way 
to break a rib. 
 
so maybe those spiders know better than I do: 
that no one should have to be alone, 
that we all should have someone to eat with 
even if it’s a frighteningly large arachnid 
sitting on its own plate 
munching its daily serving 
of frozen peas and bees. 
 
 
 
CATIE WILEY (she/her) is a lesbian poet from Maryland. She has a B.A. in English from 

Bryn Mawr College. She's a poetry reader for the winnow magazine. Find her on 

twitter @catiewiley. 
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EMILY HIZNY / THIRTEEN POEMS 

 
I SHOULD BE WRITING 

 

The sky may be gray, 

but the memes are bountiful. 

Refrigerator. 

 

 

MY FAVORITE TRINKET FROM A CRAFT SHOW 

 

On a little geode stage 

stands a group of friendly four: 

garnet, jade, marble, and jasper. 

Googly eyed with instruments in hand, 

they’re ready to play in their little rock band. 

 

 

MAN I FEEL OLD 

 

Years mean nothing in 

the eternal preserved void 

of YouTube.com 

 

 

PRIMAL INSTINCTS 

 

Oh to be a goblin, 

squirreling away fake gems from the dollar store 

like there’s no tomorrow. 

 

 

GOBLIN RICHES 

 

I am a menace, 

slinking hungrily through the 24 hour Walmart 

to the craft aisle and picking up packet after packet of plastic gemstones, 

paying for them with the flimsy paper these mortals call “currency” and leaving 

as quickly as I arrived. 

The human Carl has begun to recognize me on these weekly exchanges 

but it is quite early in the morning. 
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He is none the wiser. 

I return home, maniacally tearing open the packaging and cackling as I dump 

the gems onto my pile, cheap yes, but plentiful and colorful and shiny. 

Soon my floors will covered in treasure 

and grow to overflow my humble estate. 

I will be rich! 

 

 

WHY WRITE WHEN YOU CAN THINK 

 

There are too many fish swimming above, 

gracefully circling in and out, up and down 

and around me 

I cannot grasp one for long 

and examine its scales and fins in admiration 

before it wriggles out of my fingers 

and I’m distracted by another one. 

Too many thoughts, 

fishies 

to choose from, 

I chose the fish closest to me, 

admiring the display of its brethren. 
 

 

A BLACKOUT POEM OF DIALOGUE FROM A VIDEO GAME 
 
Look at how pretty the sun is! 
Like a big old donut that’s on fire. . . 
 
 
A BLACKOUT POEM OF TEXTS FROM MOM 
 
The number of cases is 
probably the same as last 
semester, but less people 
slipping under the radar. 
What happened with the 
weed people? 

 

We need fun in our lives. Or at least the Hope of future fun. 

 

Anyway, love you. I’m going to bed, coz my mammogram is at 9. What was I 

thinking??? Sweet dreams. If you need stat help, call. I’ll make Dad answer. 
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I FEEL LIKE WE’VE ALL BEEN HERE 

 

Frigid and freezing, 

Staring at the wall 

Waiting for the start 

Of my Zoom call 

 

 

REGRETS 

 

An ode to the spider I killed on the floor 

I'm sorry, I had to, 

My roommate ran out the damn door! 

May you find eternal rest 

In the place you now lie 

Once again I'm sorry 

That you had to die 

 

:( 

 

 

LOST LEGO 

 

My brother had to clean 

Down under his bed 

And there he found 

Indiana Jones' head 

 

 

AN ADEQUATE TRADE 

 

Sir, 

Do you have any sleep? 

Any sleep I could purchase? 

 

No Sir, 

I'm sorry 

We ran out weeks ago 

Can I perchance interest you 
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In some existential dread 

Instead? 

 

Alright. 

I guess that'll have to do. 

 

 

MY MOM REALLY LIKES THIS POEM 

 

Squirrel with a bagel 

Bagel with a squirrel 

Fished out of the trash 

Now gone in a flash 

 

 

 

EMILY HIZNY is a Creative Writing and Publishing & Editing double major at 

Susquehanna University. Her work will be featured in the upcoming edition of SU's 

literary magazine RiverCraft as well as Dwelling Literary and Ice Lolly Review. In her 

free time you can find her sewing, playing video games, and being a part-time 

octopus. 
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MADE WITH LOVE 

HOLYFLEA! 


